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From the Editor
Dear Evangelical Action reader,
In this issue we intend to remember Dr Noel Weeks. Sadly, Noel went to be with
the Lord on March 8, 2020 after a brief battle with metastatic melanoma.
For those who knew him, you would have noticed a photo of him on our front
cover. If you didn’t recognise him, then presumably you would recognise his name.
He was no stranger to Evangelical Action readers. He has written numerous articles
on numerous subjects over the years. By my count, I can say he gave us at least one
article a year on my watch as editor these last ten years.
Thus, what we have decided to do for this issue was to reprise a few of Noel’s
contributions – some that go back a number of years and some more recent. You
could say that this collection in some sense is Noel’s “greatest hits”. Of course,
all of Noel’s work could be included under that title. There was nothing he wrote
that was not profound, relevant, and great. Nevertheless, we had to be selective
for the sake of space. You can appreciate, no doubt, the difficulty of deciding what
not to put in here. We did aim at variety. As Noel was apt to speak on so many
subjects, we wanted to remember not only that Noel had a wide range of gifts,
but also that he, himself was a gift – from God to us! “Though he is dead, he still
speaks”.
Thus, apart from my opening introduction and Peter Barnes’ closing eulogy,
everything you read is this issue is by Dr Noel Weeks himself. Perhaps in
future issues we can continue to republish Noel’s articles. Prepare to be edified,
encouraged, even challenged.
On behalf of the Evangelical Action family, we want to express our love and
gratitude for Noel and our deepest sympathies to Noel’s wife Jan and the rest of
the family
For the Master,

Todd Stanton (editor)
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The Wisdom of Noel Weeks
By R. Todd Stanton
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he Psalter opens up its 150 psalms,
not with a prayer, a praise, or a
lament, but with wisdom. The
very first word gives that away: “Blessed
. . . is the man”. Studies have shown that
’ašrê, the Hebrew word behind “blessed,”
is a word that comes out of the wisdom
traditions of the ancient world. Hence
why in a number of translations you might
find “Happy is the man” or “Joyful is the
man”. The assumption behind this is that
someone who is happy or joyful must be
wise; for only the truly wise find fortune,
fulfillment, joy, and happiness. Connect
this to the New Testament and then you
understand why Jesus opened up His
Sermon on the Mount with wisdom – all
the Beatitudes beginning with makarios:
the Greek translation of ’ašrê.

down His blessings, that is not the word
here.
The question that comes then, is: what
makes this man enviable? What makes
this man wise? Again, the psalmist looks
out on society, he sees masses and masses
of people. In a real sense, they all look
the same; all their thinking is the same;
they are all doing the same things. And
yet, there is a light in the midst of that
darkness. There is someone who stands
out, someone who is unique and different,
and not different for difference sakes, but
different in that it distinguishes him from
being wise and not foolish. What is it that
the psalmist sees about him? Why is he to
be envied? Well, there is a two-letter word
that is mentioned five times in the first two
verses that give us the answer:

Though I don’t necessarily have a problem
translating Psalm 1 with “Happy is the
man,” there is an added element to the
translation that needs to be mentioned.
The Semitic cognates to ’ašrê (especially the
Arabic) point to an aspect of meaning that
conveys the idea of being “enviable”. That
is, “Enviable is the man”. This is significant
for it actually highlights the perspective
of the author as he is describing this wise
man. In other words, contrary to what
many initially perceive, the “blessed man”
is not being described from the perspective
of God, but rather from the perspective of
another man. In particular, the psalmist
(and good evidence that it is David) is
looking out upon society and he says “this
man” is wise, “this man” is to be envied.
Of course, God is behind the scenes; the
reason he is wise and enviable, even happy,
is that God is blessing that man. But the
usual Hebrew word for “blessed” (baruch)
where the perspective is God pouring

Blessed is the man
Who walks not in the counsel of the ungodly,
Nor stands in the path of sinners,
Nor sits in the seat of the scornful;
2 But his delight is in the law of the Lord,
And in His law he meditates day and night.
It is where you find a man that makes the
critical distinction between him being wise
or foolish. The preposition “in” expresses
participation. Furthermore, the “not/nor”
is a factual negation. Hebrew has two
types of negation: potential (“maybe not”)
and factual (“never”). Thus, just taking
the second line of verse 1, this wise and
enviable man is never in “the counsel of
the ungodly”. In other words, he is never
interested in following the way the world
thinks. After all, the world is full of ungodly
people. The word “ungodly” comes from the
verb that means to “loosen”. Specifically, it
is a “loosening” with their minds – in this
5

case, “loosening” their minds from God
and God’s law. Obviously, rebelling against
God, or just simply ignoring Him and His
law is the definition of foolishness. Equally
as obvious is that foolishness doesn’t just
rest on wrong thinking. Wrong actions
define a fool as well. Hence why there
is a noticeable digression in the psalm:
from walking to standing to sitting and
along with that from thinking to doing to
habitual lifestyle. In other words, to sum
up verse 1, the wise and enviable man
never thinks like the world, acts like the
world, nor cultivates habits like the world.

put his mind to, whether it be biblical,
theological, or even cultural. In fact,
what Noel had a peculiar knack for
was getting “under” any philosophical,
historical, or theological argument. Within
moments he could tell you the underlying
assumptions and presuppositions of
the author or movement. By his own
admission, this ability was a combination
of 1) his scientific studies at university in
zoology where the “evidence” was pursued
and 2) his studies with Cornelius van Til at
seminary in presuppositional apologetics
where the “antithesis” was uncovered. Add
to all that his doctoral studies in Ancient
Near Eastern Studies, and you have one of
the last known polymaths of the world. If
there was anyone who could unhesitatingly
give you the “background” to any past or
current theological, cultural, or societal
issue of the day, Noel was your person. In
other words, in our age of optics, fashion,
and living on feelings, Noel knew how to
analyse, evaluate, and think. May his tribe
increase!

Now, I will stop here for the moment to
begin tying all this to Noel Weeks. For
reasons below, Noel could be seen as the
embodiment of Psalm 1. All of us who
knew Noel, recognised that he was a man
of much wisdom. For sure, he was very
smart. He had the academic credentials
to prove that. Yet we all know that having
a Ph.D. doesn’t automatically make one
wise.
So what exactly is wisdom and how was
Noel seen as wise? Well, take J. Oswald
Sanders’ definition of wisdom to start with:

But it was more than just his God-given
brain that made Noel extra-ordinary.
Surely it begins with his academic acumen
but more importantly, Noel also had a
resolute devotion and commitment to the
authority and sufficiency of the Word of
God. In other words, putting him back
into Psalm 1, his great insight and wisdom
was a result of seeing everything through
the lens of Scripture. The beginning of
verse 2: “But . . .” describes a great contrast
between what the wise man never does and
what he always does:

If knowledge is the accumulation of facts,
intelligence the development of reason,
wisdom is heavenly discernment. It is
insight into the heart of things. Wisdom
involves knowing God and the subtleties
of the human heart. More than knowledge,
it is the right application of knowledge in
moral and spiritual matters, in handling
dilemmas, in negotiating complex
relationships.

His delight is in the law of the Lord . .
And in His law he meditates day and night.

That sums up Noel Weeks. He had
incredible insight into everything he
6

Again, “in” marks the distinction between
a wise man and a fool. For example, many
Christians today may not be outright fools,
for they hold to some form of the authority
of the Scriptures, but they are nevertheless
foolish because they deny its sufficiency by
adopting their “counsel” from the world.
Pointing out this foolishness is perhaps one
of the great legacies of Noel. Because of his
keen eye of getting below the “iceberg”, he
could warn of us the dangers that none of
us could see.

the saints to the evangelising of sinners in
most churches, even in Reformed ones,
over the last 30 plus years? That was the
question Noel asked. Notice, by the way,
the questions of “what is the evidence?”
and “what are the presuppositions?” are at
the heart of the query.
Certainly on the surface, the answer
is pragmatism. The church’s love for
pragmatism (“what works”) has been
recognised over many years, perhaps
beginning with the seeker-sensitive church
and currently in the so-called worship wars.
Of course, we can rightly criticise them all
for being man-centred and Christ-less but
how did we get here? Were there cultural
or theological factors that brought this
about? This is where Noel was so helpful.
Most of us would just say pragmatism is
wrong and pound the pulpit to get back to
the Bible. Noel, however, would expose the
root cause of it all. In particular, Noel would
say that Deism was behind much of the
downgrade. In fact, a “functional Deism”
(as Noel called it) was behind not just our
pragmatic churches, but also behind other
things, such as theistic-evolution and fourpoint Calvinism.

Perhaps a few brief examples might help.
Noel wore many hats: he was a churchman,
a historian, a biblical scholar, a cultural
critic, and more. For the sake of space, I
have just picked three areas where Noel
has made significant contributions. If
anything, my goal is to whet your appetite
and pique your interest to observe Noel’s
wisdom for yourself.
Church
Noel had incredible insight into the
contemporary church. Not only was he
on top of all the latest books, but as an
itinerant preacher, he could see firsthand all the fads and trends that were
coming into the church. One particular
concern he had was the shift he saw of
many churches placing an over-emphasis
on evangelism and programs to get
people in the door. Obviously, Noel was
not against evangelism but as he often
noted, “it is very hard to find anything in
the New Testament epistles that could
be interpreted as urging the believers to
get out and evangelize”. By contrast, the
emphasis he did see in the New Testament
epistles was on the edification of the saints.
Why then a shift of priority from edifying

Deism, of course, is the theology that came
out of the Enlightenment (The Age of
Reason) where the initial desire was to find
a “middle way” – a more lenient religion
than what was perceived in Protestantism
or Roman Catholicism. It did not deny
there was a God but God was distant
– transcendent yes, but not immanent.
Bette Midler, perhaps summed it up best,
when she sang: “God is watching us from
a distance”. Though God is “creator” he
placed both physical and moral laws in
the universe and consequently everything
7

unfolds throughout history according to
those rules. In other words, there is no
need for God to intervene. This, then,
begs the question of whether the earth
was completed in an original state or did
the earth develop from a more primordial
state? Well, since God is already distant,
the logic of Deist thinking would desire to
explain creation with natural mechanisms
and natural laws. Hence why you can
believe in a God but hold to evolution. In
fact, Noel says it even stronger, “to accept
evolution in any form, including ‘theistic
evolution’ is to accept the principle behind
Deism, namely an inactive, distant god”.

“it is part of the intellectual and cultural
air that we breathe”. In other words, we
conservative evangelicals may not formally
embrace Deism, yet we nevertheless act as
if God is distant, not active in the world.
Hence, why Noel would describe many
Christians as practical or functional Deists.
Add to that the other aspect of Deism: a
desire to be in the “middle” – popular,
tolerant, and less offensive, and you will
then have a church where everything is
done to not only get people in the door,
but once in, to make them comfortable.
Remove the divine causes and with that
the divine mandates, a natural man-made
church is established with Jesus Christ as
the centre in name only. In other words,
a practical Deist church is a church where
it claims to uphold and maintain sound
biblical doctrine but by their practice, that
assertion is seriously doubted. The lesson
here is that if God is active, as the Bible
testifies, and it is He, and He alone, that
regenerates the sinner, then it is required
upon us to make sure we do God’s business,
God’s way – regardless whether it “works”
or not, whether it is “liked” or not. Being
attracted to programs is not conversions.

Ultimately, a consistent Deist will go
further and not just deny God as creator
but deny God as lawmaker as well. That
is, any moral laws we do have would have
been those given by God to men intuitively
at the beginning but then developed by
men over time. In other words, a natural
explanation is behind any morality not
divine revelation. Furthermore, if that
is the case, then the Bible could not be
inspired, Jesus could not be God, man is
not a sinner, and there is no regeneration or
“new birth”. God is distant remember: no
revelation, no inspiration, no incarnation,
and no regeneration. Without those, the
only “gospel” you are left with is simply
ethics and morality: a belief in human
goodness. That tragically is the legacy of
the liberal church where it has virtually
emptied everyone out of its pew. Sadly
they did not heed the wisdom of Psalm
1. In a desire to be popular and tolerant,
adopting the views of the world resulted in
foolishness and failure. It always does.

Noel certainly was an academic but a
churchman first and foremost. As observed
above, he used his academic prowess to
help the church; to discern its errors and
put it back on the right path. Noel had a lot
more to say about the influences of Deism
on the church but I hope enough has been
shown for you to be persuaded by his wise
insights. As he rightly concluded, “if the
church would just observe what is happening
in the society around, it would avoid a lot of
heartache”.

Nevertheless, Deism (even Atheism) is
still with us and as Noel rightly observed,
8

Comparative Method

Pick up an evangelical commentary
published over the last 25 years and there
will be some discussion of this Babylonian
text having some influence on the
Creation account. Noel, however, asks the
obvious question: does anyone know when
Enuma Elish was written? In other words,
show me the evidence! His point is that
if we believe Moses is responsible for all
of the Pentateuch, including Genesis 1,
then the Babylonian text must have been
written and known sometime around 1500
BC or before. The consensus amongst
scholars, however, has the Babylonian text
written no earlier than 1100 BC. Thus, the
historical issues immediately arise which,
as Noel urges, must be addressed. Does
this mean we must push Moses’ date to
make it fit the Babylonian Epic or do we
just deny him the authorship of Genesis
1 altogether? Furthermore, even if all
the dates do happen to harmonise, what
evidence is there that Moses (or any biblical
author for that matter) knew of Enuma
Elish and then expected the Hebrews to
know of it as well? How did they know he
was writing to refute the pagan creation
account? What Noel began to observe
with all the evidence at hand was that the
Bible had very little if any “background”.
He described this as “The Isolation of the
Bible and Its Denial” which, by the way, is
the same title that he gave at Westminster
Theological Seminary for the 2016 Gaffin
Lecture. (Google it if you want to have a
listen).

Another area of great concern for Noel was
so-called evangelical scholarship and in
particular the discipline of the comparative
method. His interest in this field takes
him back to his doctoral studies where
his thesis was on the comparison between
texts of Nuzi (an ancient city in modern
day Iraq) and the Bible.
For those unaware, the comparative
method is a scientific way of understanding
one specific thing when it is pitted against
another thing, normally something similar.
In a real sense, anything can be compared:
languages, economies, politics, etc. Thus,
the method itself has a long pedigree and
it is not something isolated to biblical
studies.
Within biblical studies, however, making
comparisons between the Old Testament
and the Ancient Near East (and the New
Testament with Second-Temple Judaism)
has been a preoccupation amongst biblical
scholars since the Ancient Near East was
unearthed some one-hundred plus years
ago. The desire to find a background to help
illuminate the biblical text or a comparison
to help explain the text, that in itself is
fine. As Noel used to say, “if you can find a
background, then by all means find it”. The
issue that Noel had, however, in the whole
venture of the comparative method was
the absence, if not an out-right avoidance,
of handling the historical questions that
arose with those comparisons.

The upshot of all this is that Noel has been
a lone voice in raising these concerns:

For example, many Old Testament scholars
assume that Genesis 1 is an adaptation of,
or reaction to the Babylonian Creation
Epic, otherwise known as Enuma Elish.

We face the dilemma, that we believe that
we should interpret the Bible against
its background, but we struggle to find
9

immediate and clear evidence of that
background. However, would you find
treatment of this problem in most of our
literature on biblical interpretation? I
suggest that the impression given is that the
problem does not exist.

always have to highlight the similarities.
The differences must be observed as well.
He exemplified this in what could be
described as his magnus opus, Admonition
and Curse: The Ancient Near Eastern
Treaty/Covenant Form as a Problem in
Inter-Cultural Relationships. As the title
indicates, Noel did a thorough study of all
known covenants and treaties of the 2nd
and 1st millenniums BC and noted the
uniqueness of each of them, sometimes
the uniqueness of them within the same
nation over time. In other words, he did
not just compare biblical covenants with
Hittite covenants but Hittite covenants
with Assyrian covenants and Assyrian
covenants with Egyptian covenants. Noel’s
goal was to discuss all the evidence, which
meant that all of the covenants and treaties
had to be up on the table, not just a few. A
complete picture had to be given.

One target that Noel had in his sights over
the years is Professor John Walton, a very
popular and influential Old Testament
scholar from Wheaton College. Noel has
repeatedly exposed and refuted his shoddy
scholarship. Walton goes as far as saying
that to truly understand Genesis 1 (and
any other biblical text), you must read it
with the eyes of an ancient Near Easterner
(whether a Babylonian, an Egyptian, a
Hittite, etc).
In other words, the Bible cannot be read
without the background; knowledge of the
Ancient Near East is absolutely vital. For
instance, if you walked up to a Hebrew
living in Israel during the 8th century BC
and asked him what Genesis 1 meant, that
Hebrew would reply, “I don’t know, let’s
go ask a Babylonian”! It sounds absurd I
know but that really is no exaggeration.
The obvious consequence, of course, is that
you need John Walton to know exactly
“What Moses Really said”. If that sounds
vaguely familiar, it is because it wasn’t until
N.T. Wright arrived a few years ago that
we learned “What Saint Paul Really Said”.
Welcome to the neo-Gnosticism of socalled evangelical scholarship!

Not surprising, Noel’s conclusions went
against the current consensus. What he
found in the course of his investigation was
that there was a huge presupposition to just
about every scholar’s work on covenants
and treaties. They all held to some
international form that hovered above
culture and history. To put it another way,
their starting assumption was uniformity
of the ancient world. According to Noel,
the assumption of uniformity is not just
wrong, it is bad scholarship. It creates a
model of simplicity for the Ancient Near
East that in reality is rather complex.

While it was imperative for Noel to
critique bad methodology when he
saw it, he was happy to illustrate good
methodology as well. That is, he believed
in the comparative method but he
understood that comparisons do not

Thus Noel’s work on covenants and treaties
pretty much decimated the prevailing
presupposition that there was a consistent
Ancient Near East mindset consistently
across the Ancient Near East timeline.
Uniformity is patently false. Noel proved
10

that by giving a number of examples
where the Egyptians were different to the
Babylonians and the Babylonians were
different to the Hittites. He also presented
evidence where later Assyrians changed
matters on covenants from earlier Assyrian
covenants. Noel’s basic yet profound point
was that each ancient culture needed to
be understood on its own terms. Far from
what we are told, there really is no “Bible
and the Ancient Near East” as if the Bible
and the Ancient Near East are lumped
in as one and both are seen all-together
homogenous.

must find natural sources for everything
that happens in the world, whether we
are talking about conversion, creation, or
covenants. The obvious question that then
comes is: why are evangelical scholars
acting like Deists?
In the end, Noel’s thesis was that the
development of covenants in Israel and
across the ancient world had to be seen
on their own, in their own contexts. There
was no “borrowing” or “diffusion,” even
“polemics”. In fact, as evangelicals who take
the Bible at face value, our presupposition
of biblical texts and biblical covenants is
that they are the result of “men moved by
the Holy Spirit”.

To go even further, and brighten the
limelight even more on Noel, he not
only had a knack for exposing the
presuppositions of scholars, he would then
go ahead and expose the presuppositions
of the presuppositions! In this case, the
presupposition of a covenantal uniformity
across the ancient world was easily explained
by the Deist model we discussed earlier.
Since in Deism, God’s activity is excluded
from the world, everything that happens
must have its source in some activity in
the physical realm that God created in the
beginning. Thus, the activity of authors
must be traceable back to something that
flows out of their physical environment.
Sure, over time covenants within cultures
were tweaked here, rearranged there, but
overall, there is nothing completely new.
Thus, within a Deistic worldview, there
had to be one pre-existing covenant and
treaty. Furthermore, if you were to be a
consistent Deist, then you would have to
say that there was something pre-existing
out of which the biblical covenants (even
the biblical texts) had been composed.
Remember, divine revelation is absent in
the theology of a Deist. A Deist mentality

Culture
One final area where I want to put Noel’s
wisdom on display is his keen analysis of all
the shifts and changes within the culture.
When we look out and see our society in
a swamp of sin, embracing homosexuality,
transgenderism, same-sex marriage, etc.,
we understand that as a result of the wrath
of God letting us go. One cannot read
Romans 1 and not see that what Paul is
describing there is unfolding before our
very eyes. So, in that sense, we get it. We
understand why unbelievers do what they
do. They have no fear of God before their
eyes and they love sin.
Noel, however, was able to give a human
perspective, so to speak. Yes, there were
divine forces at work behind it all, but
there were also philosophical and cultural
forces as well. Take for example, the
recent legislation of same-sex marriage in
Australia. Put to a vote a hundred years
ago, it would have never been passed. Why
11

now? What has been at work, behind
the scenes, to get us to this point? Noel,
would argue that it has been the subtle rise
of Marxism within our country: a NeoMarxism, if you will.

will be welcomed as new comrades to
the party. Oddly enough, included with
these are young middle and upper class
university students. Yet, what do they all
have in common? They see themselves
as victims. Or better, they have been told
that they are victims. Marxism leads to
the treating of all members of the group as
acting as the group acts. So, if women are
the victimised group, all women must be
innocent. If homosexuals are the victims,
then all homosexuals must be innocent. If
American Blacks are the victims, then all
American Blacks must be innocent. Thus,
to be against the proclaimed new victims
is automatically to be guilty, and therefore
must be silenced. In other words, replace
the bourgeois in the Old Marxism with
“white male supremacy” in the New, and
we find ourselves where we do. At least in
2020.

Back in 2017, when same-sex marriage
was legalised, to say it was the result of
Neo-Marxist forces at work, would have
come as a surprise to many. It certainly
was to me. However, since the middle of
2020, no one would doubt that anymore.
Black Lives Matter, Antifa, and a number
of other organisations are now household
names and their Marxist agenda has been
made loud and clear.
Basic Marxism is a secular philosophy
with Utopian hopes, accomplished only
when the “oppressed” rise up, revolt, and
ultimately defeat those who “oppress”.
Initially, for Karl Marx, those who oppress
were the capitalists (bosses) and those
being oppressed were the proletariat
(workers). Thus, it began as a socioeconomic theory. However, over time, it
developed into moral categories, making
the list of those being oppressed larger and
larger. Of course, the so-called oppression
was more perceptive than real. Anyone was
a victim if they “felt” like a victim. That is,
victimisation went to those who felt stifled
and suppressed by the social conservatism
of the day. Furthermore, fundamental to
victimisation was the absence of power
and control.

Noel could articulate this so much better
than I but that’s the gist of what he taught
us. Neo-Marxism is what is behind the
mess and madness we see most days now
on the television. The revolution has begun!
Certainly Noel would say that there are
spiritual forces behind all of this as well.
The spirit of anti-Christ drives Marxism
without a doubt. Rebellion is in the heart
of man. In fact, Noel would say that in the
end, we are reaping the consequences of
rejecting the doctrine of total depravity.
Conclusion

Neo-Marxism, then, had a pool of
people to replace the working class as
the ground troops of the revolution:
women, homosexuals, transgenders, and
American Blacks. It will only be a matter
of time that pedophiles and zoophiles

I trust enough has been offered as testimony
to the wide-range of gifts and wisdom
of Noel Weeks to leave you impressed.
No doubt, it was his commitment to the
sufficiency and application of the Word
of God that placed Noel as “one of a
12

thousand” ( Job 33:23).

Happy are your men and Happy are these
your servants, who stand continually before
you and hear your wisdom! (verse 8)

I mentioned in the beginning that the man
who is ’ašrê = the “blessed man” in Psalm
1 can not only mean the “wise man,” but
also the “enviable man”. Noel was certainly
all three. Yet, there is a striking irony that
needs to be noted. Over in 1 Kings 10
when the Queen of Sheba visits Solomon
and observes all his wealth and wisdom,
she declares that Solomon’s servants were
those that were truly ’ašrê:

In other words, the most enviable people
on the planet were Solomon’s servants.
They were able to tune in to the wisest man
that ever lived every day!
For those of us who knew Noel personally,
we would say that was equally true of us.
We were privileged and the more blessed
because of him.
Todd is the editor of Evangelical Action and
the pastor of St Johns Park Baptist Church,
NSW
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How Important is Getting Genesis Right Today?
By Noel Weeks

I

n
understanding
most
issues
knowledge of the history is crucial.
That is particularly true with the
question of evolution because the history
explains its internal logic and without
awareness of that logic we understand
neither the tendencies of the theory
nor its weaknesses. Historians generally
acknowledge the obvious, which is that
evolution arose in a supposedly Christian
culture and that aspects of the religion of
the time had a significant impact on the
development of the theory.

That has certain consequences. The most
notorious consequence was that, if God is
excluded from the world, then Jesus cannot
be God. (Early Deists were consistent in
following that logic but one will find today
people who effectively talk like Deists but
claim to hold orthodox doctrines of the
person and work of Christ.) Deism also
means that the Holy Spirit cannot bring
about regeneration and conversion. If God
is not involved the Bible cannot be inspired
by God and is to be seen as an ordinary
human document.

In particular the doctrine of evolution was a
logical and necessary consequence of what
is called Deism. Deism arose as part of the
movement in Europe away from both the
teachings of the Reformation and of the
Roman Catholic Church. It acknowledges
that God created the world and organised
it to operate according to the laws he had
implanted within it. However it then
says that from that point God no more
intervened in the world.

Our concern in regard to evolution is the
scientific consequences. As early modern
science moved more and more to a belief
that matter consists of atoms acting
under the influence of various forces, so
the Deist view of creation took the form
that God had created the elementary
atoms and forces and left them to organise
themselves. That means that all complexity
in the world, including the complexity of
living creatures, is a result of the operation
14
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of matter under the control of physical
laws. Early Deism said these laws were
God-created laws, but it is easy to see
that practically there is no difference from
atheism, and Deism always slides towards
atheism.

drove out the others. Furthermore, if this
was allowed to happen, the result was
good for the public as they obtained better
merchandise at lower prices. Smith did
not have to worry about the source of this
greater efficiency because he was dealing
with human organisations and humans
are inventive. Smith’s theories were widely
accepted.

It follows that the complexity of plant
and animal life must be the result of
matter, under the influence of various
forces, becoming organised in greater and
greater complexity. If that is not the case
then Deism is wrong and the replacement
for orthodox Christianity collapses. The
problem for Deism (or atheism) was that
it is very hard to imagine how organisation
could have happened without the
intervention of a mind, thus negating the
whole Deist position. A successful theory
of evolution must show that processes,
which seem to involve intelligence, can
happen without it.

It was also the age of colonial expansion,
which brought European races in contact
with indigenous peoples, often to the
disadvantage or destruction of indigenous
peoples. Smith’s theory was applied to this
interaction. It was logical that the more
efficient would prevail in that situation.
Thus Smith’s theory was used to ease
European consciences. Here then is a
theory of survival of the fittest. Notice that
when applied to the conflict of races, the
source of the greater “fitness” was still not
a problem because humans obviously vary
and some are energetic and industrious.

If the Bible was just another human book,
then its authority for morals and law was
undermined. Hence people set out to find
another basis for social morality. What has
been called the Scottish Enlightenment
attempted this task in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. They
believed that there were discernable laws
or regularities in human societies, which if
properly understood, could guide society.
It was an age of expanding commerce and
early industrialisation, so this was what was
studied. Adam Smith, Professor of Moral
Philosophy at the University of Glasgow,
observed that certain businesses were
more efficient and more organised than
others. These businesses were able to offer
their products more cheaply and thus to
predominate in competition with others.
In effect the more efficient businesses

That generally accepted theory was then
taken and applied to animals by Darwin
and Wallace. It was claimed to be obvious
that the better-fitted animals would prevail
and leave their characteristics to their
offspring, thus changing animals. However
no thought was given to the origin of these
greater efficiencies in animals. Remember
the theory is being taken from its
application to humans, where that was no
problem. This then remains as an unsolved
problem and a fatal flaw. It is claimed
that random mutations will supply more
favourable characteristics. As the extreme
complexity of biological organisms became
more and more obvious, it also became
clear that random change would not
produce improvement. Random change
15

in a complex system produces chaos.
This is the intelligent design problem.
Evolutionists have no answer but to ban
the teaching of intelligent design.

something you could not do for yourself,
implies obligation. There is debate about
whether one should use the word “grace”
with respect to creation so let me say
“benevolence”. The benevolence of God
imposes obligation on the creature. A
creation, which is good, prepared, finished,
means we have obligations to the creator.

I said earlier that if life could not become
organised under the impact of impersonal
and mechanical forces, then Deism
was disproved. However Deism, and its
offspring atheism, are entrenched as the
dominant thought of the modern world.
Denial of evolution would bring down a
lot besides modern biological theory.

The New Testament expounds the
thankfulness we owe to God for our
salvation. Our good works do not earn
us our salvation but are what we owe to
God in thankfulness. That logic applies
also to creation. An incomplete creation
is contrary to the text and to the whole
structure of biblical thought. In John
Walton’s book on Adam and Eve he
claims to believe in Adam and Eve but
denies the biblical teaching that they were
the unique parents of the whole human
race. He couples that with an incomplete
creation and God’s needing our help to
finish the job. The book contains a strong
endorsement of Walton’s thesis from
N.T. Wright. I suggest their agreement is
natural as Wright’s understanding of Paul’s
teaching makes human works essential for
full salvation.

I turn now to the biblical text. Later I will
come back to theories of interpretation
and the impact of Deism on those theories
but for the moment I want to consider
the text. At face value Genesis 1 says that
creation took place over six days and those
days have a structure. In the first three
days God created the environment: light,
waters above and below, dry land and
plants. In the next three days he created
the creatures who were to live and move
in that environment: heavenly bodies
corresponding to day one, flying and
marine creatures corresponding to day two
and animals and man corresponding to day
three. Looked at from the point of view of
the creature, what does this structure tell
us? It tells us that God has put in place
beforehand all that we need in order to
live. That becomes clearer if we think for
a moment about God’s judgements. What
happens if the earth reverts to a stage
before day four? That is, if water covered
the earth or there was darkness? Then we
could not live. The reversal of creation is
judgement.

I turn now to Genesis 2. I have a particular
view of the relationship of Genesis 2
to Genesis 1, which I think makes the
teaching of the creation narratives easier
to understand. You do not need to accept
it to come to my conclusion but I think it
makes it easier.
I believe there are cases where the Old
Testament deliberately uses two accounts
to cover the one event or series of events.
When this happens the two accounts are
placed side by side. For example there

In the logic of the whole biblical text, to
have something done for you by God,
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are two instructions to Noah regarding
the animals to be taken into the ark. The
first is the general one, two of every kind
(Gen. 6:19-22). The specific exception
follows with seven pairs of clean animals
(Gen. 7:1-5). Thus the general and the
exceptional are treated separately so that
each may have due attention. Note how
the two accounts agree in stressing Noah’s
obedience (6:22; 7:5). There are two
accounts of how David met Saul. The first
(1 Sam. 16:14-23) shows Saul’s problem to
be an evil spirit, with David through his
music as the answer. The second (1 Sam.
17) shows Saul’s problem to be fear (17:11)
and the solution to be David through
his faith in God. Note how both use
juxtaposition to stress the contrast between
Saul and David. In 1 Sam. 16:13,14 the
coming of the Spirit of the Lord on David
contrasts with Saul’s evil spirit. In 17:11,12
the fear of Saul and Israel is the prelude
to the introduction of David. It is possible
to conjecture a mixed set of events so that
these two stories actually partly overlapped
in time. However the author has chosen to
separate them so that we can see that in
different ways David succeeded where Saul
failed.

united purpose.
Perfect completion also features in
chapter 2 but is expressed in a different
way. If something is not yet present God
makes sure that it is there when needed.
That is the point of 2:5. Meredith Kline,
I fear, failed to understand the logic of
the account, when he used it to virtually
deny the stress in chapter 1 on the work of
God being decisive and complete. Further
when the text says that it was not good for
man to be alone, it is not denying what
chapter 1 says about creation being good,
but is showing the process by which it
becomes truly good. What was not there,
the companion, was then provided by God.
We have to understand that logic when
we come to chapter 3. Kindness and
benevolence demand obedience. What
is the logic of the tempter? It is to deny
the goodness of God and to say that God
has withheld something good from his
creatures. While we stress the mercy of God
to sinners, we also stress the inexcusability
of sin. Sin is against the logic of creation.
Evolution necessitates an imperfect and
incomplete creation. Death and all sorts of
other nasties are already around at the time
man makes his appearance.

So too in Genesis 1 and 2, the separation
of the stories allows the author to bring
out different points. Genesis 1 stresses the
transcendence of God: he spoke and it was
so. The second stresses the immanence of
God: he takes and moulds dust to make
man. The first understands man, male and
female, in relationship to God. The God,
who speaks here in plural terms of us and
we, makes a man who has the plurality of
male and female. In chapter 2 the stress is
on the relationship of the male and female
to each other. They are of one origin and a

The issues here may be expressed in another
way. Non-Christian thought, followed
to varying degrees by inconsistent forms
of Christian thought, sees the human
problem as metaphysical: we ultimately
do wrong because of the nature of reality,
because of the nature of the world we live
in and of which we are part. For example
some people say we are aggressive because
of the genes we inherited from our animal
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ancestors. The Bible sees the problem as
ethical: our sin. One of the great dilemmas
of the modern world is that if something,
over which I have no control, such as my
physical composition or my environment,
makes me do wrong, then I cannot be
blamed. Therefore I have no culpability
and no guilt. Yet our whole legal system,
without which there would be social chaos,
is based on notions of responsibility and
guilt.

cannot have been at creation. Therefore
it must have been when sin entered the
world.
Those who try to reconcile evolution with
the Christian faith are forced to a different
view of Scripture. Too much of Scripture
is against them to ignore the difficult
passages. There are basically two different
ways of treating Scripture so as to allow
evolution, although there are variants
within each way. One way is to say that
the writers of Scripture were men of their
time and naturally expressed the erroneous
views of their time. This is an argument
which, taken consistently, destroys any
notion of biblical authority and any
meaningful Christianity.

The issue of death focuses this discussion.
Some say that human death was part of the
created order. That cannot be reconciled
with Scripture but is a consequence
of accepting evolution. It also implies
acceptance of an incomplete creation
because death is the last enemy for God to
overcome. Others who reject the evolution
of man but teach the evolution of animals
accept animal death before the creation
of man and the fall into sin. That is hard
to reconcile with Genesis 1:29-31. Note
how the vegetarian diet is part of the
“very good.” If vegetarian diet for all is
not present then once again an incomplete
creation is implied.

Why stop with creation? Surely there are
other things that the Bible says that are
unpopular today. They must also be an
expression of the erroneous views to their
time and that argument, for example, is used
to do away with the biblical teaching on
male and female roles and responsibilities.
Why stop there? Throughout history and
today, religious people have generally
believed that their good deeds earn them
salvation. Surely the biblical teaching on
grace is also erroneous.

Romans 5:12 is also a problem, even
though the main point there is human
death. Nevertheless the statement about
the entry of death is without limitation and
qualification. Romans 8:18-25 connects
the remaking of the groaning cosmos
with the remaking of our bodies. If they
are to be renewed together it is likely that
they fell together. That also would seem
to follow from the curses of Genesis 3. It
is hard to imagine how these changes in
man’s condition could come about without
changes in the surrounding world. When
was the world subjected to futility? It

Yet the corrosive logic does not stop
there. If it is true that people naturally
express the erroneous ideas of their time,
than that is true of the present generation
also, whether they are evolutionists or
creationists. The position I am describing is
historical determinism: we are determined
by our particular historical environment.
All determinisms lead to relativism.
Since we are just espousing the ideas of
our time, which will be proved wrong
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tomorrow, then everything we believe has
no certainty. Believing such logic has left
the liberal churches of our day unable to
say anything with authority. They destroy
their own right to be heard.

arguments are introducing Deism, not
biblical Christianity in which God acts as
he wills with his creation.
Deism is a pervasive influence in the
modern church. Allow me to give another
example. There are those who say that if we
just organise our churches a certain way,
people are sure to come and be converted.
Implicitly they deny the need for the
work of the Holy Spirit or they say that
the Spirit is bound to act according to the
patterns and forces we see in the world and
put into effect by human organisation.

The second common way of dealing with
the biblical text is to say that the creation
account was written to refute pagan
accounts. Often the account supposedly
refuted is the so-called Babylonian Creation
Epic (also called Enuma Elish after its
Babylonian title).
There is nothing wrong, in itself, in saying
that a biblical text was written to refute
something false. That is why some of
Paul’s letters are written. However would
we conclude that because Galatians was
written to refute salvation by works, that
we should not accept its teaching on grace?
This argument for ignoring the biblical
teaching on creation is totally illogical.
Surely the Bible refutes the false by
expounding the true. And why stop with
Genesis 1? Surely there are many other
passages we could conjecture are written
against something false and therefore
should not be the basis of belief. Once
again the argument is an attack on the
totality of biblical teaching.

There is a further point to be made. Both
these ways of denying the authority of
Genesis depend on saying the Bible is
shaped, either by imitation or reaction, by
the views of the time. What were the views
of the time? Do we have a certain answer
to that question or are we making the Bible
conform to guesswork? A lot then depends
on when Genesis was written. Taking what
the Bible says about the role of Moses in
writing it, it would be written about 1400
B.C. If, as is possible, Moses edited earlier
material, then it might be even earlier. On
the other hand the academic consensus
is against an early Bible. Some suggest
Genesis was written during the Babylonian
exile in the sixth century BC. Others put it
even later. So leaving dates for Moses and
the writing of Genesis based on the Bible,
does not secure certainty for us. We have a
range of scholarly conjectures.

Allow me to go back to Deism. Deism, as
part of the Enlightenment, sees the world
in terms of physical forces or, if you like,
Newton’s laws of motion. A billiard ball
will only move if it is struck by the cue
or by another billiard ball. We are all like
billiard balls. The things that impinge upon
us determine how we move and what we
do. It must be the forces of the time and
not the Spirit of God, which determine
what the biblical authors wrote. Thus such

However let us take the evidence that
relates to this range of conjecture and see
where the theories that Genesis reflects the
ideas of its time lead us. If the historical
Moses wrote Genesis then we might
expect that the background is Egyptian.
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Egyptian texts make general allusions to
creation but nothing in detail and they
are more concerned with how the gods
came into being than with how the world
came into being. It is sometimes claimed
that certain Egyptian texts contain ideas
similar to Genesis, however the overlaps
are not great and the texts and the ideas
they express cannot be certainly dated.
For example the so-called Memphite
Theology mentions creation by the word
but it is largely interested in the gods and
the copy we have is quite late (c. 700 BC).
Some scholars assumed the original was
very early but there is no basis for that.
The other Egyptian theology that is often
compared with Genesis is that of Amun
and the primal gods of Hermopolis but we
do not have expressions of that theology
until the Greek period in Egypt (c. 300
BC).

we may just be reading our own interests
back into the past. There are too few
Ugaritic texts to be dogmatic but we have
a large corpus of Hittite texts including
many myths. There may be one allusion to
an event about the time of creation but no
creation accounts. One needs to be wary:
it is often the need to find “background”
to explain away the Bible that shapes
expectations about what existed in the
ancient world, rather than actual evidence.
This paucity of evidence leads people to
see Mesopotamia as having the crucial
evidence to explain Genesis. Once again
one has to look carefully at the evidence.
There is a tendency to take something from
a text here and something from a text there
to build up a picture somewhat resembling
the Bible without acknowledgement that
these various bits were from very different
periods. The earliest readable texts from
Mesopotamia are in Sumerian and we
have copies of Sumerian myths from
early second millennium BC. However
a curriculum change in the mid-second
millennium BC eliminated most Sumerian
texts from study and copying. To say that
something in a Sumerian text influenced
something in a biblical text you have to
be able to show that that thing continued
in later texts that were not written in
Sumerian.

One school of scholars wants to say that
Israel were just Canaanites and their ideas
came from the Canaanites. That does not
help us much because, for lack of texts, we
do not know what Canaanites believed
about creation. Scholars try to solve the
problem by saying that texts from Ugarit,
a city on the coast of Syria, represent
Canaanite beliefs. That claim is doubtful
in itself, but even if it were true, it would
not help us because there are no creation
accounts among the Ugaritic texts. There
are myths about Baal but they are not
about creation.

So effectively it is texts in Akkadian (that
is Babylonian and Assyrian) which alone
can have relevance for biblical creation
accounts. Here we find something similar
to what we have already seen. There are
vague allusions to creation rather than
detailed accounts. That situation puts a
huge amount of focus on the only text with
anything like a detailed account of creation:

The lack of creation accounts among the
Ugaritic texts and the fact that Egyptian
texts contain allusions rather than detailed
accounts should make us pause. Were
all ancient peoples greatly interested in
creation? We tend to assume they were but
20

The Babylonian Creation Epic. And yet in
that text creation is not the focus. The real
heart of the story is how Marduk became
king of the gods by defeating another
god. Nevertheless, if people are desperate
to find something to use as the basis of
Genesis, this has to be it.

be the spreading Aramaic than the dying
Akkadian. Furthermore the Epic is written
in a difficult form of literary Akkadian.
Therefore the claim that Jews would have
heard the Epic read in the Babylon New
Year Festival is irrelevant because they
would not have understood it. Besides, the
relevant ritual text tells us that it was read
to Marduk inside his chamber, not outside
to the crowd.

Therein lies a problem. The scholarly
consensus is that it dates from somewhere
between 1300 and 1100 BC. In other
words Moses may have been dead before
it was written. Those scholars who say that
Genesis was not written by Moses but
much later, seem to have a better ground for
appealing to the Creation Epic. However
they have very large hurdles in the way
of their claim. In the early to mid second
millennium BC, in a large area stretching
from Turkey, through Syria and Palestine
into Egypt, Akkadian stories were used
in training scribes to read Akkadian and
to adapt the cuneiform script to other
languages. There is no evidence of the
Creation Epic being read outside of
Mesopotamia, and seeing how late it was
probably written, that is not surprising.
Furthermore training in Akkadian, outside
Mesopotamia, had ceased by the end of the
second millennium BC.

Certainly a very small number of Jews,
such as Daniel, may have been trained
in Akkadian. However, on the thesis
that Genesis was written to refute the
Babylonian Creation Epic, why would you
write a text to refute something practically
nobody knew about. Why would a biblical
author model the biblical creation story on
a pagan text? Certain claims were made
about the similarity of the Creation Epic to
Genesis 1 when the entire story had not
been recovered. Now that we have close to
a complete text, that is less plausible. Any
two stories, which set out to describe the
making of the world, would have parallels.
Allow me to conclude by going back to
Deism. Any thesis, which sees humans as
the products of their surroundings, must
have problems with human originality.
Hence it is not just the necessity of proving
the Bible cannot be divinely inspired
that leads people to want to find pagan
origins for it. It is also because originality
is one of the features of humanness that
distinguishes us from billiard balls. The
Bible clearly says we are made in the
image of God and humans have many
characteristics which show we are more
than the environment in which we live.

Hence the only time to suggest that it is
plausible for Jews to have come across the
Creation Epic is during the Babylonian exile.
At some stage in the first millennium BC
Aramaic replaced Akkadian as the spoken
language of Babylonia, though Akkadian
was still written until the first century AD.
That change was under way by the exile but
we are not sure how far it had progressed by
that time. If Jews learned another language
during the exile it was much more likely to
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God’s Missionary Strategy: Blessing His Church
By Noel Weeks

T

here are a number of factors,
which have brought evangelism
to a high position on the list of
concerns for Christians. That concern
has a heavy methodological emphasis.
What are the means by which we may
attract people to church and bring them
to Christ? Sometimes, not universally, but
sometimes, this emphasis on methodology
seems to be heading in a secular direction.
Given the right methods we can fill the
church.
We may feel apprehensive about such
tendencies but we are not sure what to say.

How can one disagree with a concern for
evangelism?
We turn to Scripture for guidance and
encounter there, not help, but a puzzle. In
contrast to the modern attempt to organise
and inspire congregations for evangelism,
there is virtually no mention of anything
like that in the Epistles. Acts shows it
happening but without a strategy which
we might simply take over and apply today.
It is clear the book of Revelation assumes
it will happen but there is no system or
method reflected.
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May I put it this way? Today in countries
such as Australia there is great emphasis
on the effort and method needed to bring
unbelievers to Christ, but not much result.
The New Testament has little focus on the
effort and the method, but reflects a large
result. Something is wrong.

be revealed? Presumably it will be in the
coming of the Lord to bring salvation
to his people, which is the theme of the
preceding verses.
Isaiah 42, one of the servant songs, has
a strong missionary aspect. The servant
brings justice to the nations, yet the way
it is to happen is not specified. It follows
chapter 41, where the blessing, the saviour
God will bring to Israel, is the theme.

Whenever we encounter such a problem
we have to study our Bible carefully. That
means looking at the Old Testament and
not just the New Testament. The Old
Testament contains prophesies of the
Gentiles coming to Christ. It is a relatively
minor element in the text but it is there
and I think we can see a sort of pattern.
I will not explore the texts, which tell
us the Gentiles will come, but offer no
information on the “how”. There are a
number of passages in Psalms of that sort.

The servant song in Isaiah 49 is more
explicit. The servant is to restore Jacob to
God but more than that. He is to be a light
to the nations. What is significant is what
will move the nations to respond. It is that
they shall see his mercy to Israel.
In Isaiah 55:1-5 God promises his
covenant faithfulness to Israel and as a
result the Gentiles come because God has
glorified Israel.

I am starting with Isaiah because I find
most of the relevant texts there. The
relevant passages occur in the context of
the national crisis and destruction of Israel
and Judah through Assyria and Babylonia,
and the subsequent restoration of God’s
people. That restoration is often presented
in images drawn from the Exodus. The
Babylonian exile is like another Egyptian
captivity and so deliverance is expressed
in Exodus terms. Let us work through
some relevant passages: Isaiah 40:1, 2
speaks of comfort to Jerusalem, when
the period of her chastening for sin is
over. In v.3, and following, we read the
familiar words of the preparation for the
coming of the Lord. Then in v.5 we have
our first universal reference. The glory of
God will be revealed and all flesh will see
it. That is all there is in this context that
has a universal reference. Where and how
is this glory of God, referred to in v.5, to

In Isaiah 56:8 God gathers the dispersed
of Israel and then gathers others to those
already gathered.
Similarly in Isaiah 60:1-3 God’s light
comes to his people and others are
attracted to that light.
Another passage with this theme is Isaiah
62:1, 2, where Jerusalem’s righteousness
shines forth and the nations see it.
Now I have said that I have taken this
later part of Isaiah because proportionately
there is more here about the salvation of
the Gentiles than in most Old Testament
books, but you will realise I am picking
verses here and there. That is because most
of these chapters are not about the Gentile
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mission. They are about God’s salvation of
Israel. The Gentiles come into the picture
secondary to that and as a consequence of
that.

8:14-23. God’s blessing comes to Israel.
There is revival. The nations see and want
to be part of it.
It is rare in that wonderful and complex
revelation, the Bible, that there is only one
pattern. Unless we see the multiplicity
of patterns, we will not understand the
Scriptures. So let me place, beside this
pattern, another theme.

I think we need to keep that in mind when
we come to Isaiah chapter 66. Notice in
the passages previously considered, the
direction of movement: the nations come
in. In response to what they see they come
to Israel. Isaiah 66:19 is one of the rare
passages where the direction is reversed
and we see what we might expect – a
going out to the nations. Messengers go
out to declare the glory of God. We might
ask what particular aspect of the glory of
God is in view? The text is not explicit but
the previous content is of God’s actions to
bless his people and judge her enemies. It
would fit with the other passages we have
seen, if the glory of God in view is that
glory, which he shows in his salvation of
Israel.

We go back to Deuteronomy 32:1921 where God outlines his program for
dealing with Israel. Israel will turn to
idols giving the false gods what rightfully
belonged to the true God. God will then
respond by giving the blessing that should
normally go to Israel, to the Gentiles.
Israel makes him jealous so he makes
Israel jealous. To be jealous is to desire
what the others have. Israel will become
jealous of the nations who now receive
God’s blessing. As you are probably aware,
Paul quotes this in Romans 10:19 and I
will come back to that.

I chose Isaiah for the frequency of
references to Gentiles responding to God
but the pattern we see there is found
elsewhere. Amos 1:11, 12 is a significant
passage because it was quoted by James in
the discussion at the Jerusalem Council
in Acts 15. James quotes the Septuagint
form of these verses but the difference is
not crucial. The crucial thing is the order
of events. First God restores the house of
David. Then the Gentiles become part of
the revived Israel.

This principle is referred to by Jesus in his
sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth in
Luke 4. He points out that, though there
were many widows in Israel in the time of
Elijah, it was a widow of Zarephath, that
is a Sidonian, who received the blessing.
Similarly a cure for leprosy in the time of
Elisha went to a Syrian not an Israelite.
God in a time of judgement gives the
blessing to the Gentiles. We see that also
in the later dominance of Assyria and
Babylon over Israel.

This pattern, of God’s mercy to his people
being seen by the nations, appears also in
Psalm 26:1-3.

Thus there are two patterns. In one God
blesses his people and that attracts the
Gentiles, who want to share in the blessing.
In the other, God in response to Israel’s sin

A very explicit version of the pattern and
its consequences is found in Zechariah
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removes the blessing from Israel and gives
it to the Gentiles. The purpose is to make
Israel jealous, realising what they have
lost and desiring it. Thus the pattern in
judgement is the reverse or mirror image
of the pattern in blessing.

possible? Paul’s explanation in Romans is
well known but I want to emphasise how
it fits into what we have seen. Paul bases
himself on Deuteronomy 32:19-21 (see
Romans 10:19). This is the second of those
two patterns I spelled out. God, judging
Israel’s disobedience, transferred his
blessing to the Gentiles. Paul, conscious
of the principle of Deuteronomy 32 writes
in Romans 11:13, 14, with deliberate
emphasis, that God’s blessing is going to
the Gentiles. in order to make the Jews
jealous, to make them desire what they
are missing. That is, as I said, the second
pattern I outlined. However note that it is
the reverse of what was looked forward to
in the Old Testament prophesies. It should
have been the Gentiles who saw how God
had greatly blessed his people, were then
made jealous and desired it for themselves.
Sure, the biblical basis for what Paul
did was there, but it is also a courageous
turning upside down of what a Jew might
have expected from a superficial reading
of Isaiah. (Of course a diligent reading of
Isaiah would also lead them to realise the
possibility of such a reversal. Note Paul’s
quotations of Isaiah in Rom 10:20, 21).

When we ask how what we see in the
Old Testament corresponds to what
we learn from the New Testament, it
is important to realise that the New
Testament conforms to what we learned
from the Old Testament. The big picture
is that Christ came to bring the blessing
to his people, hence the commandment in
Matthew 10:5, 6, not to go to the Gentiles
or the Samaritans, but to the lost sheep of
the house of Israel. Jesus came for his own.
In a way I will deal with in more detail a
little later, the consequence of the blessing
to his people is that the Gentiles were
blessed. Thus the big picture is first Israel,
then the Gentiles. We must not lose the
big picture in the details.
That order is very explicit in the story of the
Canaanite woman in Matthew 15: 21-28.
Jesus affirms that his purpose was to bless
the children of God. She does not dispute
that. She accepts it and takes to herself
the role of the dog receiving the crumbs
that fall. Jesus calls that great faith. There
is no argument of inherent right. There is
only the request for small and secondary
mercies. I suggest to you that if we have
trouble with this text, it is because we have
not understood what the Old Testament
was prophesying and the pattern to which
the gospels are confirming.

It is not strictly on my topic, but these
considerations lead me to thinking about
Romans 11:12. Is it possible, that Paul is
thinking of what would happen, if the Jews
were moved to jealousy and came in? Then
the first of the patterns, the normal pattern,
would come into force. God would so bless
Israel that the Gentiles would be moved to
jealousy and come seeking the blessing. Is
that how we should read Romans11: 12,
15? I am merely raising a possibility, but
one which I think is worth considering.

Yet we know, as the New Testament as
a whole makes clear, that the blessing
did go to the Gentiles. How was that

I have several more crucial things to throw
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in before I come to thinking explicitly
about the application to us.

history of revival. The blessing comes first
to the church and then it leads to blessing
to unbelievers, as they are stimulated to
inquire and come in.

Paul’s use of Hosea 1 and 2 in Romans
9:24-26 must be included in the picture.
For in Hosea 1 God says Israel are lo
ammi “not my people.” In other words
the covenant no longer exists: Israel are
Gentiles. However if, as Hosea says, lo
ammi can become ammi (“my people”)
and if lo ruhamah (“not shown mercy”)
can become ruhamah (“shown mercy),
then Gentiles have become covenant
people. So Hosea is a prophesy of God’s
mercy to rebellious Israel but it is also a
foreshadowing of the inclusion of other
Gentiles within the covenant. I think that
is how Paul sees it in Romans.

There is a very clear example of this
normal pattern in Acts 13:14-48. This
is the first account that we find in Acts,
of Paul’s actual preaching and I suspect
Luke is using it as an example of how
Paul preached to a Jewish audience. Paul
goes through Old Testament history until
David. Then he shows the connection of
David to Jesus and how Jesus was proved
to be the Messiah by the resurrection.
What happens next is significant: The
news that a saviour had come for the Jews
attracted the Gentiles. So far the normal
pattern is in operation. However, the Jews
did not want to share the blessing. They
reacted with sinful jealousy. However that
then led to Paul turning explicitly to the
Gentiles and thus the second pattern came
into operation.

A further vital consideration is that the
church is Israel. That follows clearly from
the figure of the olive tree in Romans
11 and many other New Testament
passages. Hence the major line of Old
Testament prophecies as we have seen is
that the Gentiles come into Israel. The
demographic proportions may change but
the church is Israel. The Jews, who later
come to faith, do not form a separate body
but are grafted back into the one body.

Notice then the wisdom of God. If Israel
believe in the Saviour, they will be so
blessed that the Gentiles are attracted. If
they disbelieve and reject the blessing, then
the gospel will go to the Gentiles. Either
way God’s plan, that his blessing goes to
the ends of the Earth, will be fulfilled. It is
an example of the fact that human unbelief
will not frustrate the purpose of God.

It follows therefore that the first pattern,
the normal pattern (normal in the sense of
according to norm, what should happen,
not normal in the sense of average), is what
should prevail in the going of the blessing
of God to unbelievers. God blesses the
church. Outsiders see and come wanting it
for themselves. That of course allows that
God may reverse the pattern and turn to
the second pattern, if there is unbelief and
disobedience in the church. I suggest to
you that that is what we often see in the

On that basis allow me to go back to
the question of why the New Testament
epistles seem so uninterested in evangelism.
Their focus is on correct belief and correct
life. And that is perfectly logical. For what is
the manifestation of the blessing of God to
us? How does it work out in the church? It
works out in sanctification: right doctrine
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and right life. The New Testament Epistles’
concern is normal. It wants the blessing of
God for the church, because that is of great
evangelistic significance.

church by the Spirit. Among them in v.11
are “evangelists”. Go back to my picture of
the church as Israel receiving the blessing
of God. That church is the body in which
the Spirit is at work; at work sanctifying
and blessing people and also equipping
people to carry out the ministries the
church needs for its growth. Among that
work of the Spirit is the raising up of men
uniquely gifted as evangelists. The history
of the church, and our own experience,
should tell us that God raises up people
with that particular ability.

Now this may start alarm bells ringing for
some of you. You think of churches that sit
there and smugly say: “We have the right
doctrine. We live right. We will sit here
and wait for the unbelievers to come.” Yes I
know those churches too. I simply ask – the
supreme manifestation of sanctification
is love – do we see love for one another
in such churches? No church is orthodox
or enjoying the blessing of God if love is
not practically manifested there. If there
is no reaching out in love and doing good
to each other and those God brings across
their path, then they have not enjoyed the
blessing of God.

Pentecostals and charismatics charge
evangelical churches with failure to
emphasise the gifts of the Spirit. I totally
agree but I disagree on priorities. Often
noise and enthusiasm are valued more
than love. In this passage and in kindred
passages such as 1 Corinthians 12:7-11, 28
you will see that the gifts of proclaiming
and teaching the gospel come highest. The
gift of tongues does not appear or is lowest.
If the Spirit is at work in us then love will
result and out of that love will flow the plea
that God raise up evangelists to carry the
message to those still in darkness.

There is another question that arises
from what I have said so far. Surely Jesus
commands his disciples to go out, as in the
Great Commission of Matthew 28:1820. My emphasis so far has been on the
Gentiles coming in. Surely there is more
to the picture. I totally agree that there is
more but it has to be set in the context of
what we have already seen from Scripture.
What I have been saying appears in
another form in Paul’s discussion of the
problem of Jewish unbelief in Romans
9-11. However, notice in particular 10:1115. For the Gentiles to hear people have to
be sent to proclaim the gospel. The same
stress on sending appears in John 17:18. In
taking this aspect seriously we have to ask,
“Who sends?”

If that conveys to you the impression of
a church smugly waiting for others to do
the work of reaching the world then you
have not seen my emphasis on the blessed
church. A blessed church has lives being
changed and people moved by the love
of God to love others. However, those
changes have been brought about by the
sovereign work of the Spirit and there is
no anticipation that formulae, programs
and human methods are what is needed.

A significant answer comes in Ephesians
4:7-13 in the listing of the gifts given to the
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Judges for Today
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second account shifts the emphasis. It is
sin and grace that drives events. Israel
sins, God raises up enemies. When Israel
repented, God raised up a deliverer. Both
accounts are valid and true, with our
problem being to put them together.

f you read the standard academic
commentaries on Judges, you will be
told that it consists of independent
saviour stories put together by an editorial
framework. If you happen to hear a
sermon on Judges, it will probably be
on one of those saviour figures, such as
Barak or Gideon. Yet Judges clearly holds
together as a book, and a book with a clear
structure and message. That message is a
description of what happens to a society,
which repeatedly turns away from God,
as well as a description of what happens
to the people in such a society. Yet, it is
written in accord with biblical approaches
to history writing, and I would like to
touch on those as well.

The book of Judges is structured as a
story of decline. That decline is shown a
number of different ways. After Othniel
and Barak, the land had rest. Following
Gideon’s activity, there was also rest, but
only for the lifetime of Gideon. After that,
we read no more of rest. Crisis and threat
becomes ongoing, with greater internal
conflict as well. The conflict starts in 5:23,
with the cursing of Meroz for not coming
to help. In Judges 8, Succoth and Penuel
are punished for refusing to help. Then
there is a potentially more serious conflict
between Gideon (who is from the tribe
of Manasseh) and the tribe of Ephraim,
which is defused with Gideon’s diplomacy.
The story of Abimelech is fraught with
conflicts between cities and within cities.
Jephthah, who is a Gileadite, and thus from
Manasseh, faces a very similar situation
with Ephraim to that which confronted
Gideon, but Jephthah’s response was
to slaughter them. Then the book ends
with the tragic war of the tribes against
Benjamin. External threat becomes more
constant, and internal conflict intensifies.
Does that sound at all familiar? Failure
to cooperate and participate becomes later
actual war.

To begin, let us take note that the book
opens up with two introductions. We
first have the section from 1:1 to 2:5,
recording the work of the individual tribes
in completing the conquest, starting after
the death of Joshua. Then, from 2:6, we
have a second summary which goes back
earlier than the first, to before the death
of Joshua. We find this a number of times
in the Old Testament, where two separate
accounts of the same events, but from a
different perspective, are placed beside one
another. There are two creation accounts,
two versions of God’s instructions to
Noah, and two accounts of how David
entered into Saul’s service. What is the
reason for this practice? Most likely it is
due to human incapacity to encompass
all the aspects of a series of events in one
narrative, and particularly when God is a
party to those events.

There is a further significant trend:
the reluctance of God! In the time of
Othniel, the first judge, the people cry
to the Lord, who raises up Othniel (3:9),
and similarly again, Ehud (3:15). Barak
was commissioned by Deborah, but that
also followed Israel’s cry to the Lord
(4:3). The next crisis shows a significant
variant. This time a prophet is sent (with a

The first account in Judges puts the
emphasis on human action. Sure, God
helps, but men take the initiative, and
the failures can be seen in human terms.
In 1:19, they cannot prevail against the
superior technology of chariots. The
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sin, yet God’s merciful character ensures
that there is mercy for his people in the
end. Such preaching does not make people
think lightly of sin, yet encourages people
to hope in God’s mercy.

significant parallel of language to that used
for Deborah) and he rebukes the people.
However, God then sends the angel to call
Gideon.
Notice the description for the next crisis,
in 10:10-14. This is more than a rebuke; it
is a rejection. “You want other gods! Well
let them save you!” It takes more than
the plea for help to move God this time.
Repentance must be demonstrated, and
following that we have the very significant
words of 10:16b. Note however, that the
calling of Jephthah is not as directly from
God as the other callings. At first it is a
human summons, but then God does send
his Spirit to Jephthah (11:29).

There is another element in this
degenerative pattern, and this is revealed in
the characters of the men chosen to deliver
Israel. There is nothing negative told us
about the character of either Othniel or
Ehud. With Barak, there is a single feature
which is significant for the development
of the story: his reluctance to accept the
burden of leadership. He wants the support
of the presence of Deborah. The next leader,
Gideon, is the paradigm reluctant leader.
God shows great tolerance with his fears
and his reluctance, but I do not think that
implies God’s approval. It is important
to remember that character portrayal
when we come to Gideon’s refusal of the
kingship. Secular scholarship, particularly
in its American form. reads this part of the
story through democratic, anti-monarchy
eyes, to construct a democratic ethos in
ancient Israel, and to present democracy as
positive. That is not the view of the text.
In his concern to escape the burden of
leadership, Gideon commissions an ephod,
which, in this period and throughout the
stories of David, is an oracular device.
Gideon claims that it, rather than he, can
make the decisions for Israel, which is
totally consistent with the portrayal of his
character. Yet the text portrays it as wrong
and leading to a diversion from God’s
institution.

The calling of Samson is without any prior
calling on the Lord, and there are other
unusual aspects of Samson, to which I will
return.
I find in the church today an element of
presumption. No matter how much we sin,
God will always forgive. There is certainly
truth in the greatness of God’s mercy and
the sufficiency of Christ’s sacrifice, but
nonetheless, surely we have to ask whether
there is significance in the fact that God’s
response comes, as it were, more reluctantly.
I suspect that the way we do justice to
all of Scripture is through the notion of
chastening. You may not forfeit the grace
of God by repeated sin, but you may expect
for yourself greater rebuke and chastening.
The delay in the sending of mercy and, as I
will talk about subsequently, the nature of
the deliverance (as in the case of Jephthah),
is a form of chastening. Is there, however,
a limit to the extent to which God will
chasten his people? He could stand the
misery of Israel no longer. It seems to me
that our preaching needs to bring those
two aspects together. We cannot presume
that there are no consequences to repeated

We move then to Jephthah, and what do
we see? In contrast, Jephthah is a man
all too eager for the dominant position,
making headship a condition of his help.
He is a Gileadite, thus from Manasseh,
and is clear contrast to the other judge
fro Manasseh, Gideon, when it came to
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extremism of the fanatic.

dealing with the jealousy of Ephraim.
Gideon reconciled Ephraim by diplomacy
and flattery, whereas Jephthah went to war,
slaughtering them.

I speak therefore to those who play, to
varying degrees, leadership roles. Do
you understand yourself?
Have you
interrogated yourself and your style? Please
note here that I have depicted Gideon and
Jephthah each as believers. Christians are
capable of these tendencies, carrying with
them great dangers to both themselves and
to the church.

The book of Judges conveys a message
about leadership. Society needs leadership,
but two particular styles are problematic.
One is the reluctant leader, who can lead
people into error in his own attempt to
avoid the weight of responsibility. The
other is the man who wants, and demands,
the top position, and this may be the case
even for a believer. Jephthah is a man
of faith – with the opposite problem to
that of Gideon. In the text, the story
of Jephthah stands beside the story of
Abimelech. There is no evidence of faith
at all in Abimelech, who is simply a
bloody tyrant with all the characteristics
of a tyrant: scheming, divisive, cruel, and
eventually overreaching in his lust for
conquest and dominion. So what is he
doing in Judges? I see him as the secular
version of the Jephthah problem – the man
who desperately desires the top position.
Yes! Society needs leadership, but we need
an awareness of the problems of potential
leaders!

The weight of decision-making and
responsibility is great.
Reluctant
leadership, often excused as humility, is a
reality. I wonder whether our reluctance
tends to open the door to the driven leader,
the man for whom dominance, being the
head, is very important. That then carries
the further danger that such men will go
to extremes, often carrying their followers
to extremes with them. There is a great
emphasis in the church today on nurturing
leaders. Are we in danger of opening the
door to the people who want dominant
positions for the wrong reasons? If we,
whether out of false humility or genuine
reluctance, are those who avoid the burdens
of leadership, the danger is increased.
I mentioned the trend to escalating
violence.
Note that the dominating
leaders come later in the progression of
the book of Judges. These dominating
leaders have a tendency towards violence.
Is there a connection? In both the cases
of Abimelech and Jephthah, the text
mentions their circumstances of birth.
In both cases that provides information
essential for the story, but I wonder if there
is more. Rejection may partly explain
their will to power, and evidence seems
to show that lack of proper home training
can be correlated with violence. There will
doubtless be many people, and the wrong
people, who are very happy to accept the

We looked at how understanding the
problem of Gideon helps us understand
his refusal of kingship. We need also to
understand the problems of Jephthah to
understand the story about the sacrifice
of his daughter. My observation is that
when that driven personality – that person
who must have control – manifests itself
in religion rather than in politics or the
military, it produces a man with the
characteristic of fanaticism. Just as the
tyrant must show his pre-eminence by one
more conquest, so the fanatic must show an
extreme expression of religion. Jephthah’s
vow is fanatical; way beyond, even contrary,
to anything God required. It reveals the
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the loner? Is it because he is the one whose
coming is not prepared by repentance of
the people? The one who, alone, has to save
Israel?

push into leadership. The warning of I
Timothy is that a man must demonstrate
godliness before being offered leadership.
Judges provides warning of the dangers of
neglecting that teaching. The book ends
with the well known: “There was no king
in Israel. Everybody did what was right in
his own eyes.” But it also gives a warning
to be very careful about to whom you offer
leadership.

Let us turn to the accounts at the end
of the book. We see Micah and his
paraphernalia, stolen by the Danites, then
the Levite’s concubine, with the ensuing
civil war. There are no heroes in these
stories. The religion of Micah is paganism,
yet he believes that the Lord will bless
him! Violence is a major factor in each of
the stories. They are self-absorbed, selffocused people, characteristics, which serve
to invert the relationship between God and
man. Rather than us existing to serve God,
God exists to bless us. We can see many
parallels, such as the generation between
to two world wars, who went their stupid
ways until they ran up against the violence
of the Nazis. Then we see the present selfabsorbed generation, who seem to think
that the violence of our streets or of Islam,
can be somehow wished away.

There are a number of other contrasts,
which may be drawn by comparison of
early with later stories. Compare Othniel’s
wife with Samson’s women in what they
did for their man. Compare the early wars
against the external enemy with the civil
war against Benjamin. Compare Ehud’s
taking of the fords of the Jordan against
the Moabites with Jephthah’s taking of
them against the Ephraimites. As Israel
declines, it turns on itself. Its enemies
become internal rather than external.
We come then to Samson, who breaks all
the patterns. There is no mention of the
people crying out to God. He does not
lead Israel against the oppressors. He is
a maverick, a lone wolf, and yet is used to
deliver Israel. Even more striking is the
fact that it seems easier to see a type of
the work of Christ in Samson than in the
other judges. His birth is announced by
an angel and has aspects of the miraculous.
He is betrayed by those closest to him and
handed over to his enemies by the men of
Judah. And in his death he did more to
deliver Israel than in his life. Some may
see that as forced interpretation, but then
what would you make of the ending of
the clearly Messianic Psalm 110, vv 6,7?
Surely this is an allusion to Samson at
Lehi (15:14-19).

The inversion of the God-man relationship
needs to be taken very seriously. The
prosperity gospel is simply Micah in
modern dress! There is no doubt that
God loves sinners, but perhaps merely
telling people of his love risks leading
them into this inverted relationship. The
only factor to break through this selfpowered world in each of the above stories
is violence, and as we look through the
history of Israel, we see that happening
time after time. This leads me to a real
pessimism for the future of the Western
world. We have become afraid to preach
judgement, but understanding of Judges
gives understanding of the motivation
behind the prophets’ willingness to preach
of the judgement to come, assured that
vindication of their message through
future events would give credibility to the

Why, if I am correct, is Samson the
Messianic prototype? Is it because he is
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their leadership in battle or from being a
prophetess, or perhaps simply from being
rich. In a collapsing society, people were
willing to go to them to have their disputes
arbitrated. With a recognised court system,
we may not realise how vital that is. Yet it
may be that our courts are losing prestige,
perhaps an indicator of impending social
collapse. This then raises a question.
Do we command sufficient respect, in a
collapsing society, that people may look to
the church rather than the courts, to settle
disputes?

Word of God for generations to come.
One last thing remains to be drawn from
this book. We call the main characters
“judges”, yet throughout the book there is
a concentration on their military exploits.
What then does it mean for them to be
called “judges”? A study of the term yields
an interesting pattern. Othniel was judging
Israel before he went to war. Judging is
not mentioned at all in the account of
Ehud, and neither Barak nor Gideon, the
reluctant leaders, is called a judge. In the
time of Barak, Israel turned to Deborah for
judgement. Tola saved Israel and judged.
We next see Jair, the Gileadite, who was
obviously a rich man, with many sons,
donkeys and cities. Jephthah saved Israel
and judged. Following Jephthah we have
Ibzan, Elon and Abdon, with whom there
is no record of military activity, but with
Ibzan and Abdon, mention of children and
donkeys. Finally, Samson acted as judge. It
is clear therefore that judging and military
activity are not necessarily connected, and
we find that later also, in Israel’s request for
a king, in 1 Samuel 8:20.

What then is the meaning of Judges
for today? Is it that, in a society, which
has turned away from God, we will see
degenerative patterns, but that for us as
Christians, the two things to guard against
are the reluctant/aggressive leader pattern,
and the tendency for the strife of society to
be reflected in the church.
Yet, though God showed reluctance,
Psalm 78 has a wonderful description of
what happened after the period of the
Judges. Note verses 65 and following.
What a simile to use with respect to God!
“Like a bear with a sore head”! Judges
is a warning, but as we consider those
warnings, remember that history did not
end at that point!

My suggestion is thus that judging refers
to a mediating and arbitrating role. We
are looking at people who have respect
in the society, whether gained from
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Calvin and Darwin
By Noel Weeks

T

here is a tendency to associate
Calvin’s name with certain
doctrines. "Calvinism" has come to
be associated with those doctrines which
were debated in the early 17th century
and which received a clear statement
in the decisions of the Synod of Dordt,
that is, salvation by free grace and not by
human effort. However, that emphasis
tends to make us forget that Calvin’s
great contribution to the Reformation; his
Institutes of the Christian Religion was
not just about the doctrines of grace. It was
a comprehensive systematic theology. The
need of the hour was not just a clarification

of a particular teaching, though Calvin
did do a lot to bring clarity to the points
in particular dispute, but a summary and
application of the whole range of biblical
teaching.
In this talk I am going to be concentrating
on Calvin’s doctrine of providence, not
because it is exceptional or peculiar but
because it is biblical and denial of it was
to have huge implications for the future
and for us today. I will quote from the
Institutes I,16, 5.
Suppose we grant that the beginning of
motion is with God, but that all things,
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particular year, good or bad for us, are not
due to God, except in a very indirect way.
They are rather caused by the laws and the
forces. We cannot see in the good crops of
this year the particular mercy of God for
which we should thank Him. We cannot
see in the drought the judgement of God
that should lead to repentance. God is
needed to start the machinery – after that,
he is irrelevant. Calvin goes on to point
out that such a view is flatly contradictory
to Scripture. On the contrary, Scripture
says that God is actively involved day by
day, moment by moment in the world so
that even apparently random events are
part of His plan and His gracious ordering
of all things for the good of His people.

either of themselves or by chance, are
borne whither inclination of nature
impels. Then the alternation of days and
nights, of winter and summer, will be
God’s work, inasmuch as he has assigned
to each one his part, has set before them
a certain law; that is, if with even tenor
they uninterruptedly maintain the same
way, days following after nights, months
after months, and years after years. But
that sometimes immoderate heat joined
with dryness burns whatever crops there
are, that at other times unseasonable rains
damage the grain, that sudden calamity
strikes from hail and storms – this will not
be God’s work, unless, perhaps because
clouds or fair weather, cold or hear, take
their origin from the conjunction of the
stars and other natural causes. Yet in this
way, no place is left for God’s fatherly
favour, nor for his judgments . . . as if the
fruitfulness of one year were not a singular
blessing of God, and scarcity and famine
were not his curse and vengeance!

Well it was not Calvin’s view, the biblical
view, which triumphed in intellectual
circles in the following centuries. It was the
other view, which in the period of the 18th
and 19th centuries Enlightenment came
to full expression in what is commonly
called Deism. Deism holds that God made
the world according to laws and does not
interfere with the operation of those laws.
In effect, law keeps God out of the world.

This may be easier to understand if I put it
in the slightly later terminology that was
developed to express the teaching Calvin
is attacking. Suppose we say at the very
beginning; however many billions of years
ago that was, that God made the building
blocks of the universe, the sub-atomic
particles, forces or whatever they are, and
set them going according to the laws which
He had established and then let it all go
so that things whirred around, smashed
into each other, congregated, developed,
and so on for so many billion years until
we reached today. The result of all this
complex interaction of particles and forces
is that this year the sun is too hot and the
weather is too dry so that the crops are
scorched and people die of famine, next
year it is too wet and there are floods and
mildew but finally there is a good year and
abundant crops. However the events of a

Of course, one consequence is that Jesus
cannot be God. Deism is often associated
with the denial of the divinity of Jesus but
for our purposes it is important to see that
that is a consequence of a wider theory. A
further consequence is that there can be no
operation of the Holy Spirit in the world.
For those of you who are interested in the
Great Awakening of the 18th century, its
emphasis is on the necessity of the new
birth was connected to the fact that they
were preaching the gospel in the context of
a church heavily influenced by Deism. In
that atmosphere, moral laws can be seen,
like physical laws, as given by God, and
thus can have a place but there is no place
for a regenerative working of the Spirit.
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to stretch it neck to reach the leaves on
the higher branches. However the animal’s
will cannot be reduced to the mechanistic
terms of atoms and forces. Even in a
modified form in which the environment
had impact upon the passive animal, there
was no mechanism for passing that onto
the offspring. People are well aware, that
if you lose a leg, you do not have children
without a leg.

However, my interest is Darwin so let us
go back to the Deist view which as I said
is a development of the view that Calvin
wrote against. We start with God creating
the original stuff whatever that was. As
it became clearer that the matter was a
conglomeration of small particles, what
we call atoms, so the original stuff became
seen as made up of smaller bits. Hence
we may assign God a role in making the
original atoms, forces and laws but after
that, no role. It is easy to see that the more
you make God practically irrelevant, the
greater will be the slide into atheism and
agnosticism.

To understand how a theory developed
to meet that need, we need to think a bit
more about the consequence of the Deist
position. If there can be no intervention
of God, then Scripture is not the word
of God. At the most one might say that
its moral teaching reflects the moral laws
which one might deduce from the natural
order without the help of revelation.

However, it is another consequence
that concerns me at the moment. If
God created only the original smallest
particles and forces, but we exist now as
highly organised creatures in a world of
highly organised animals and plants and remember no intervention by God is
allowed - then today’s living creatures must
have come about by the unaided operation
of natural forces. In other words, evolution
is a necessity. If it cannot be proved, then
the logical consequence is that the Deist
view is false and there is an active, engaged
God. Please understand that I do not
credit Calvin with foreseeing the future
and warning against evolution. I merely
say that two world-views were already
emerging in contrast in Calvin’s day.

To that Christian’s would object: what
about sin? What about the will in human
hearts, the greed the selfishness? Further,
even if you might work out from nature
how individuals should live what about
more complex associations such as the
state, companies, and so on.
The crucial address to these questions
came from what is often called the
Scottish Enlightenment of the 18th
Century. A crucial figure here is Adam
Smith, Professor of Moral Philosophy at
Glasgow University. In case you are used to
thinking of Adam Smith as an economist,
please note he was a Professor of Moral
Philosophy, in other words somebody
dedicated to developing a system of morals.
Smith was part of a circle that included
James Watt, the inventor of the steam
engine, and James Hutton, well known
for promoting the idea that geology was
to be explained as the result of natural
processes operating over a huge period of
time. Do you see the connection of that
idea to the Deist assumptions? (I shall give

I am not going into detail on the way in
which, step by step, the full implications
of the deist’s view was worked out for
biology. A useful source on this is John
C. Greene, The Death of Adam, Ames,
Iowa State UP, 1959. (There is also in
Mentor edition). My concern is rather the
dilemma Deism faced in trying to find a
mechanism for evolution consistent with
its premises. An early, favoured mechanism
was that of Lamarck according to which
the giraffe grows a longer neck by willing
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legal ownership because they regard their
herds as their possession. The next stage
is farming society. With farming, comes
ownership of land. Notice something
crucial: nomads have no legal ownership
of land. Jump to Australia. Why was
it considered legitimate to take the
Aborigines land? Because they did not
own it: they were nomads. In other words,
Adam Smith’s theory gave legitimacy to
taking their land. Now you may ask, why
in all the discussions of Mabo and land
rights do we hear nothing of Adam Smith?
May I suggest a number of reasons? It was
the very highly regarded thinking of an
academic and surely one cannot suggest
that academic thinking can have disastrous
consequences?! Smith’s thinking, as we
shall see, lies at the basis of significant
economic theory and it was a crucial step
in creating a world in which God did not
need to intervene.

more of a picture of Smith’s views than is
strictly necessary for this talk because his
views had a crucial impact upon Australian
history.)
It is somewhat unclear whether Smith was
a Deist or an atheist. Effectively he argued
most of the time as if he were an Atheist;
but Deists will often do that.
Let us go back to the essential premise that
God makes only the most rudimentary
particles and subjects them to laws that
govern their development into what
we know today. That is, there must be a
path from the origin to what we have
today. However, once we exclude the
Bible and any other religious document,
how do we know what that was? We
have to conjecture that pathway. Smith’s
conjecture started from the earliest human
society. He was developing a science of
man, leaving to others to deal with the
earlier development. Hence, his method
was known as conjectural history.

But … back to Smith. As we move from
stage to stage in the development of society
we reach a more developed stage of law and
hence the state has to arise. The last stage
of course, is the stage of the commercial,
industrial society of England and lowland
Scotland. Why does human society move
from stage to stage? Smith’s conjecture
is because an individual sees advantage
to himself in doing something such as
domesticating an animal or collecting
and planting seeds. We have thus a law of
unintended consequences. The personal
interests of people have the unplanned
consequence of lifting society to a new
level. Note: human self-interest has a
positive outcome. Here is the answer to the
Christian objection. Smith worked out a
very similar sort of argument with respect
to the operation of the contemporary
economy. He lived in the early phase of
industrialisation and observed some of the
dynamics of early manufacturing industry.

By Smith’s time, Europeans were well aware
that there were very different lifestyles in
the world: hunting tribes, Arab and Tartar
nomads with their herds, peasant farmers
and the commercial/industrial society of
England and lowland Scotland By means
of arranging these societies in terms of a
conjectural history, he developed a theory
of human society and crucially of law:
as a matter of fact, the work in which he
developed this was in his Lectures on
Jurisprudence. He started with the form of
society which he thought to be the original
and most primitive; the hunter-gatherer
tribes. According to Smith, they have no
idea of property except for the few personal
possessions they carry around with them.
They have no legal ownership of land. The
next stage includes the pastoral nomads
who follow their grazing animals around.
They have a more developed concept of
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the laws of the universe, the government
should not impede the operation of the
economy. By the way, I hope you recognise
the origins of the idea that the market will
operate perfectly if left to itself.

He used pin manufacture as an example.
If, instead of one person doing the work
of making the whole pin, the workmen
specialised in parts of the process so that
one man might be doing nothing but put
the head on pins; many more pins could
be manufactured. With many more pins,
the owner could lower his price of his
pins in order to sell more of his pins than
the competitors. His motive for lowering
the price was his own self-interest so as
to make more money. But, as a result of
such dynamics, the community derived
an advantage. Once more, greed is a good
thing. It advantages the community. The
same greed leads to other attempts to
improve the manufacturing process, which
in turn benefits the community. Thus, greed
is an advantageous and progressive force.
Do you see how the Christian argument
that God’s intervention is needed because
of the sinfulness of man is being countered?

Thus we have a doctrine that free
competition has a progressive dynamic. If
manufacturers are allowed to compete then
the products will become better. Of course
there was a realisation that companies
with inferior products might not survive
but that was not a problem because of the
dynamic which would result in benefits to
the whole community. Competition meant
progress.
This doctrine was taken and applied to
human races. I have pointed out that Smith
had created a hierarchy of people types. Of
course, that implied a hierarchy of races
because often a lifestyle type is connected
to a certain race – Australian Aborigines
were hunters, Arabs are camel and goat
nomads, etc. Thus, some races are inferior
to others and we also deduce from Smith
that in competition the inferior lose out.
In racial terms, that must mean that they
become extinct. Once again, there is an
Australian dimension. It was realised that
what was happening to the Aborigines
was leading to the death of many and
threatened the extinction of the race.
Christians, particularly, tried to persuade
the British government to take action, but
there was a contrary argument being put:
as an inferior race, the Aborigines would
inevitably become extinct. Nothing could
be done about that. Please note that this
debate was going on before the publication
of Darwin’s Origin of Species.

Let me add a further dimension to the
picture. We go back to the Deist picture
that God created the elementary principles
to operate according to certain laws. Both
Deists and Christians tended to accept
that the "laws" that had been discovered
to that point, such as Newton’s laws of
motion, were the laws God had placed in
the creation from the beginning. Given
the common view that these were God’s
laws, the Deists reasoned that they then
must be perfect laws. If they were perfect,
then God would not need to interfere
and tinker with things. That would only
interfere with the operation of perfect laws.
Now, Smith believed that he was being a
Newton in the economic sphere. That is,
he was discovering the laws of economics
and commerce. As long as there was no
interference in the free operation of the
market, the greed of the boss would make
him produce better, cheaper products.
Thus, just as God should not interfere in

Let us turn therefore to Darwin. What
is Darwin’s theory of the survival of the
fittest? It is simply Adam Smith’s economic
theory applied to biology. The actual term
“survival of the fittest” itself has a different
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today experiencing a reaction against that
thinking but I think it is crucial that we
see its roots. The roots are in an attempt to
exclude God from the world and to work
out a theory of morals and society which
can work without God.

origin. It was originally used by naturalists
as part of an anti-evolutionary argument.
Suppose an organism is perfectly adapted
to its environment. Then any offspring
that deviates from the other members of
the species will be less fit. Hence, natural
selection will eliminate the deviant form
and the species will stay the same. Darwin
comes to the same issue from the position
of Smith, believing that competition is a
developmental mechanism that brings
change and improvement rather than
a preserving mechanism. Part of his
argument is that a particular individual in
the species may be more specialised in some
respect and therefore will be advantaged in
the struggle for survival. This of course, is
part of Smith’s theory.

Let me conclude with one little biological
detail. I have said that the idea of
survival of the fittest was originally used
as an argument against evolution. The
underlying premise to that argument is
that the species is already adapted to its
environment and any deviation will be
less fit and hence, eliminated. Effectively,
Darwin approaches the same issue from
the perspective of Smith’s work which
was based upon human technological
development and the attempt to deduce
from that a general law of progress.

We come to a puzzle. Did Darwin know
he was taking his theory from Smith?
Possibly! He takes the idea of specialisation
as an advantage from a French biologist
but in the context the French biologist says
he took it from political economy. Why
does Darwin not acknowledge that? Yet, it
may be objected: if Darwin took his theory
from political economy, why did people
not see that and object? Well, people did
but which people? Marx loved Darwinism
because of its atheist implications, but he
dismissed the mechanism of survival of the
fittest, seeing that the economic theory he
had rejected was being applied to biology.
That is why Russian biology under Lysenko
tried to develop a different evolutionary
biology on the basis of a modification of
Lamarkhism.

I have read Darwin’s Origin of the
Species, The Variation of Animals and
Plants under Domestication and The
Descent of Man. Nowhere can I find a
recognition that evolution means selection
in a changed environment. Yet that is a
standard in modern evolutionary theory.
It is, in effect an admission that the preDarwinian evolutionists were correct: the
present form of organisms is adapted to
the environment. The animal can change
only if the environment is first changed. I
would add that God has built into animals
a limited ability to adapt to changing
environments. It is limited and therefore
animals run the risk of extinction, if the
environment changes too much.
May I suggest that the extrapolation
that there has been made from man’s
technological progress to animal evolution
is invalid because contrary to the original
Deist theory, God did not make just the
elementary particles, He also made man
and made him in His own image.

The fact that Darwin was so quickly
accepted, that only the Marxists saw it came
from economic theory is, I think, evidence
of how accepted Smith’s thinking had
become in English thought. The progress
model and progress by competition as
a natural law was entrenched. We are
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Christians as the Destabilizing Presence
By Noel Weeks

D

oes a Christian have any obligation
to society as such? To put that
question another way: may society
say that the Christian owes a duty to it?
There are biblical passages, which say the
Christian has a duty of proper respect
and obedience to the government because
rulers are a providential provision of

God (Romans 13; 1 Peter 2:17). We are
commanded to do good to all men (Gal.
6:10). Since these are commandments of
God, they are duties to God, before they
are owing to society. What I aim to do
it this lecture is to consider the possible
dangers of thinking in terms of a Christian
duty to society.

Photo by Jonas Ferlin from Pexels
Source: https://www.pexels.com/photo/people-walking-on-street-1963578/

changes in Israel and the majority of them
involved the seizure of the throne by an
army leader; in other words a military coup.
Further you will see that the change often
followed or involved the denunciation
of the ruler by a prophet. There has been
a significant study of military coups in
modern Africa, which makes the point
that in order for a usurping general to have
a pretence to legitimacy he needs an event
or series of events which will undermine
the legitimacy of the previous regime.
(Samuel Finer, The Man on Horseback. By
the way the recent seizure of power by
the army in Egypt fits the pattern.) The
prophets of Israel by their denunciations of
sinful regimes are playing the role of those
who destabilize thrones. They are doing so
as spokesmen for the kingdom of God.

There is not much in Scripture which
is immediately relevant to this topic.
The Bible is largely concerned with the
relationship of God to his people. Where
it speaks of God’s relationship to outsiders
it is often concerned with how God is
dealing and will deal with them, rather
than with how we deal with them. The
people of God constitute a kingdom with
Christ as head. Hence the interaction
between the kingdom of God and kings, or
other society leaders, is a frequent subject,
especially when those authorities dispute
God’s rule of his people as in the story of
the Exodus. A large amount of material in
the Law, the Prophets, the Gospels and the
Epistles is in the context of the societies
of Israel and Judah or of the church which
are at least nominally subservient to God’s
law. The message can be summarised as
a command to obey God. Our message
to a society that is outside the covenant
community may boil down to the same
but it cannot be said the same way because
we deal with a society that has not even a
nominal connection to God.

Let us take that perspective to the Gospels.
Jesus was taking away the legitimacy of the
popular leadership in Judea. He exposed
the Pharisees’ moral faults and their putting
themselves in God’s place as lawmakers. Yet
compare what happened with the pattern
I spoke about in Kings. The army and
military authority came in to support the
corrupt leadership against Jesus. Empires
are cruel and oppressive and yet empires
do not want to have to go to the expense
of constantly suppressing rebellions. They
seek for elements within the conquered
society to support their power and hence
they will support a corrupt but compliant
leadership against its own people. Notice
what the condemnation of Jesus involved:
imperial power and imperial army, the
Jewish leadership, and the people united
in condemnation of Jesus. It is itself a type
of the final eschatological conflict of the
rebellion of humanity against the kingship
of God.

Hence, I am going to deal with three
sections of Scripture which are especially
relevant to the topic: the stories of Elijah
and Elisha, Ephesians 5:11-14 and
Romans 1 and 2.
The stories about Elijah and Elisha are
largely concerned with interaction with
kings but the role played by the prophets
is very significant. It is a time when the
rule of God within Israel is threatened by
kings who want an order that grants them
more authority. The crucial symbol of that
was the sin of Jeroboam the son of Nebat
and his establishment of the altars at Dan
and Bethel. (See 1 Kings 12:26-33 for the
narrative’s emphasis on the fact that this
is religion designed for personal political
expediency.) As you follow the story you
see that there were a succession of throne

Before I go on, I would like to make
clear the dangers I see, against this
background, in a wrong understanding
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historical inevitability about democracy, as
we may soon discover.

of the responsibility of the Christian to
society. The role of the Christian may be
seen as supporting the existing society and
its power holders. That takes away our role
as those who delegitimise the evil powers
and the evil forces within society.

The tone of the New Testament has
often been read as politically and socially
conservative because it does not advocate
the violent overthrow of existing social
and political structures. Perhaps the
perspective of the New Testament will
become clearer if we consider one of the
political coups in Kings, that of Jehu. The
coup was a judgement of God against
the dynasty of Ahab and was provoked
by the actions of the prophets and the
Word of God (2 Kings 9:1-3). Yet the
same events can be read from another
perspective, a perspective that takes into
account the motives of Jehu. Hence Hosea
1:4: God will punish the dynasty of Jehu
for the blood shed in his coup. It is very
similar to what God says about Assyria
in Isaiah 10:5. God uses the ungodly to
achieve his purpose of judgement but the
ungodly enter into that conquering with
wrong motives. Coups and conquering
involve violence; they involve bloodshed.
People ask: why does the New Testament
tolerate social oppression and injustice. It
is because people die in revolutions and
the new rulers enter into the revolution
from their own wrong motives. I go back
to the example of Jehu for another reason:
2 Kings 11:28,29. The new situation under
Jehu was better than the old one under the
house of Ahab, but the real problem was
not dealt with. To take a modern example
of the problem: the West, with its false
romanticism about revolutions, hailed
the recent revolutions in Libya and Syria.
What a mess has resulted.

It might seem logical that the resurrection
would lead to immediate judgement. It
does not for a number of reasons. An
important one is because the kingdom of
God is to be a universal kingdom. That
could occur by the military overthrow of all
other powers by the people of God. That is
imperialism and I have already pointed to
one of the crucial problems of imperialism:
for its own survival it becomes a supporter
of evil.
Before Pilate, Jesus made the revolutionary
statement “My kingdom is not of this
world.” ( John 18:36). In this age the
kingdom of God does not take political
form or seek political power. Behind this is
the reality that the problems of society are
not basically its form and structure but the
hearts of its members. The Old Testament
forerunners of the Kingdom of God had
political form but in this age its power and
authority are to be exercised not primarily
in the political structures of society but in
the hearts of members. The Old Testament
struggles were battles to keep the forms
of God’s kingdom alive when hearts were
hostile to them. In this age that rebellious
heart is to be conquered.
The New Testament letters show greater
interaction of believers with society as
such, not just with its leadership. That is
partly because of the focus on the hearts
of people in general. It may also reflect a
different sort of society. Yet we cannot
read history as an evolutionary progression
towards democracy. The New Testament
falls at the crucial point of Rome’s change
from republic to monarchy. There is no

And yet we must not read the New
Testament as socially conservative. Read
Ephesians 5:11-14. The verb at the end
of verse 11 is an interesting one, as its
translation in various contexts attests.
It combines the nuances of exposure
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that it itself is corruptible, although that
is certainly true. It is that it is an image
of a corruptible man or beast. That is he is
setting the eternal, enduring, character of
God over against the ephemeral, passing,
character of creatures. And he is saying
that the very nature of creation makes it
obvious that it could not have been created
by a being as transient as we are. Here
his argument is built on the difference
between God and man.

and refutation by evidence and that is
what Paul goes on to say. The Christian
critique exposes things for what they
really are. It shines light on things, which
are so obviously wrong that they need the
darkness to survive. Notice here that once
again the function of the people of God
is one of delegitimising. Now the function
is not directed just at the rulers but to all
levels of society.
It follows therefore that this role in society
has the effect of preserving society from
the corruption that threatens to destroy
it. The Christian benefits society, not
by accepting the agendas and priorities
of society but by the reverse. Yet he is
doing that not because secular or pagan
society tells him to do it, indeed they may
oppose his attempts quite violently. He is
doing it because he is a child of the light.
To be a Christian is to benefit society.
Paradoxically the more Christian he is, the
more he benefits society at the same time
that he may be hated and resisted by that
very society.

We may compare this with Paul’s
Areopagus address in Acts. There he quotes
a Greek poet who says we are the children
of God. Then he says that if we come from
God then we cannot make God. He also
says that since God made everything, he
does not need us to provide him with
anything or make a dwelling for him.
What he is saying is that polytheism and
idolatry are obvious contradictions to what
is before our eyes. Paul is not presenting
an abstract philosophical argument or
a detailed argument. It does not need to
because the logic is so obvious.

Seeking other material relevant to our
understanding of society, we turn to
Romans 1, which tells the story of society
as a story of degeneration. As this appears
in Romans it is part of Paul’s argument
for the universal sinfulness of mankind,
argued in terms of a polytheistic society.
There are a number of striking things about
this argument. While there are causal
connections the causal connections are not
argued or demonstrated at length by Paul.
Rather they are stated. The first is that
man can perceive from creation something
of the nature of the God who made the
world. He names the characteristics of that
God as power and divinity but it is clear
that he has in mind those characteristics
as they are contrasted with the belief that
the deity is represented by images. Notice
that what is wrong with the image is not

We return to the Romans argument where
the next step is not logical; it is judicial.
Paul goes on to list the moral depravity
of societies but he does not say they are
a logical consequence of idolatry. He says
they are a judicial consequence. God acts
in judgement to remove restraint and
therefore patterns of sin and depravity
emerge. In other words he is not asking us
to trace a logical path whereby somebody
who starts out an idolater will end up a
homosexual. The further stages, the further
progressions, are flowing from the nature
of unrestrained human depravity. At some
point there is a divine intervention to allow
that progression to take place. However he
has not given up the conviction that what
he is talking about is well known. In v. 32
he says, “they know the ordinance of God
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for the poor and oppressed. However that
is a consequence. The crucial reason the
Christian opposes and exposes things is
because they are the works of darkness
and evil. In other cases evil is supported
by all levels of society. Then the Christian
is vilified and may be persecuted by the
whole society.

that those who practice such things are
worthy of death”.
Though chapter 2 is more concerned with
addressing the Jew who knows the law of
God, he gives in that chapter two ways
by which he might back up his claim that
men know the ordinance of God. The first
is that we condemn others for the sins we
ourselves commit. Humans are incurably
critical and thus we condemn ourselves
in the process of judging others. There
Paul is making a general point out of the
way Nathan trapped David with the story
of the rich man and the ewe lamb. The
second is the conflicting thoughts in the
human brain as we go over an event and
try to work out if we did the right thing or
not. You cannot do that without a moral
framework. The total relativist may tell us
that he never verbally criticises anybody
but he cannot control the turmoil of his
own thought processes. God of course
knows those processes.

There is an interesting detail in the story
of Elijah’s conflict with the prophets of
Baal on Mount Carmel. After the defeat
and execution of the prophets of Baal, the
prophet predicts rain and warns Ahab that
he needs to head home. Then with God’s
enablement Elijah ran before Ahab’s
chariot to Jezreel (1 Kings 18:46). The
position of running before the chariot is
that of a servant. Elijah’s action is saying
something; it is saying that in spite of
Elijah’s using the trial to demonstrate
the falsity of the cult of Baal, he was not
usurping the throne. He is a servant of the
king.
Similarly the Christian is called to oppose
and expose things, which may be supported
by the powerful, and yet in doing that
he is not after power for himself. He is a
servant of the government. Of course that
distinction may not be appreciated by those
in power. In Western societies in recent
centuries political parties have emerged
that openly portray themselves as the party
of Christians or of a particular church.
Hence it is very difficult for the society as
a whole, and its political representatives in
particular, to see Christian denunciations
of evil as anything but a device for the
promotion of Christian political power.
In non-Western societies, particularly
those where ruling power has involved an
alliance with a non-Christian religion, any
criticism of a major feature of the society
will be seen as an attack on the foundations
of power. Note that Jesus’ denunciation of
various practices of his day belonged more

The fact that people sin against knowledge
is very relevant to what I said about the
Christian’s role in delegitimising society.
When we name and expose something as
sin, we are speaking to what society already
knows. They may be suppressing that
knowledge, but the knowledge is still there.
If I may go back to the text in Ephesians
5 you will note Paul’s point about things
done in secret. Depravity needs the cover
of darkness and secrecy because those, who
practice it, know they are doing wrong. It
is only after familiarity and tolerance make
it respectable that it can be brazen.
Allow me then to explicate somewhat
further this approach. Sometimes this
delegitimation will be directed against
practices of the powerful in society, but not
necessarily the acts of the people in general.
In that case the church and Christians
will be seen as defenders and advocates
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and archives of the period has led to a
change in the way historians think about
the period. After the defeat of Germany,
church leaders, pastors, theologians and so
on within Germany largely said that they
were not Nazis but they were acting to try
to preserve the church from the Nazis who
wanted to destroy the church or protecting
it from what were generally called German
Christians, those who wanted to reshape
Christianity to fit a revived Germanic
paganism. Those defences fitted into a
common claim that the Nazi leadership
was a very small group who managed to
capture the country against the will of the
ordinary people and especially against the
will of the church.

to theology and ethics than to politics
but yet he was tried and convicted for a
political crime. So accusation of political
crimes is often used against Christians in
our day.
What Paul deals with in Romans 1 is the
dynamic of a whole society. Certainly it
will be more or less expressed by individual
members of that society, but it involves the
whole society. Therefore the Christians
who come out of that society and live
in that society will also be impacted by
those trends. Therefore Paul has to warn
Christians not to participate in the evil
works of darkness. We are definitely
impacted by the dynamics of the society
within which we live. Therefore the
teaching against depravity is not directed
solely against those outside the church. It
is directed to those inside as well. You see
that when we talk about the Christian’s
relationship to society we can come with
a false image as though the inside of the
church is sealed off against any outside
influence and we are then going out to deal
in society with things of which we have no
knowledge or contact. That is not so at
all. The fight against evil is fought inside
the church as well as outside. It is often
those who through God’s word and Spirit
are delivered from the power of evil, who
are the most effective in exposing it in the
outside world.

As historians have trawled through the
evidence, a different picture emerges. The
Nazi leadership actually had the general
support of the church. A minority in the
church attempted to resist on two crucial
issues. One was what was to be done
with pastors who were Jewish, raising
the whole issue of the status of people
who were ethnically Jewish but Christian
by profession. Essentially the church as
a whole refused to stand for them. The
second big issue was the role of the Old
Testament in the Christian Bible. The
German Christians wanted to take it, and
anything in the New Testament that had
Old Testament and Jewish connections,
out of the Bible. A minority opposed that
but a large part of the church leadership
supported the German Christians.

I would like to illustrate what I have said
by two examples: the church in Nazi
Germany and the contemporary church in
the West.

However, among those who stood firm on
these issues, most supported the German
invasion of surrounding countries and the
removal of Jews. They must have known
that Jews and others were being executed,
yet on that issue they were silent. A very,
very small minority spoke out or took
action, for example in the plot to kill Hitler,
and suffered the consequences.

The story of the church in Germany
is one of the great tragedies in church
history. In dealing with this material
I have to distinguish history, or what
actually happened, from historiography
or the writing about what happened.
The latest ploughing through the records
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imaginations,
especially
paranoid
nationalistic imaginations. It is to expose
the sin in every heart. The Germany that
feared the evil of the Jews proceeded to
expose the evil in the hearts of Germans.
Certainly by the time the Nazis were
entrenched in power, there would have
been dangers in testifying against those
false beliefs, but as I have been suggesting
the crux of the problem was earlier, when
there may have been scorn and ridicule
for speaking the truth but not the same
danger. In terms of my earlier discussion
we might say that instead of delegitimising
the false beliefs of the society, Christians
and the church in general gave credit to
those false beliefs by endorsing them. To
put it concretely, how are you as a soldier
going to react to violence against Poles if
you have seen the pastor of your church
praising God for Adolph Hitler and for
the success of the German attack upon
Poland? How are you going to react to the
violence against Jews if writers in church
magazines have dwelt upon the danger
that Jews present to Christian Germans
and those same magazines have said
nothing about the far greater dangers that
reside in the hearts of Germans?

In other words the unprovoked German
invasions of countries such as Poland and
Russia and the wholesale killing of the
inhabitants of those countries plus Jews,
Gypsies, disabled people and so on was
known with virtually no Christian protest.
Why?
The answer seems to be that church
members and leaders accepted the
mentality that gave credibility to the Nazis.
Germany saw itself as a victim. It had been
unfairly treated in the aftermath of World
War I. It had lost colonies and territory. It
was threatened by Communists. As a major
and important country it had rights to
more land for its population. Further there
was acceptance of the belief that evil had a
material origin in the genetic disposition
of certain people, especially Jews.
In summary Germany accepted a victim
mentality and saw its status as a victim
as giving it rights to act in certain ways.
Believing that one is a victim is a very
dangerous condition for sinful humans
because they see it as excusing sin.
When one combines that with wrong
understandings, such as seeing a tendency
to sin as residing in particular people rather
than in every sinful heart, then it is a very
dangerous combination. German violence
was accepted as justified by German
Christians.

The real lesson from the failure of the
church in Germany is that a church that
accepts the aspirations, justifications,
phobias or whatever of the society, in
which it lives, cannot be a blessing to that
society. The Christian has to see himself
as an alien, with a different mentality.
Remember that the first letter of Peter
addresses Christians as aliens. I make no
pretence to speak for the Christian in
Korea or any similar country because I do
not know those situations. I speak about
the situation I know, the contemporary
situation of the church in the West. We
also are in a society, which sees itself as
victimised, but in this case, victimisation

What should have been the responsibility
of Christians to that society? Most recent
commentary focuses on the failure of the
church to protest when Jews were being
killed, but I think the evidence indicates
that the crucial damage was done earlier.
In 2 Corinthians 10:5 Paul is speaking of
his activity in a church context but what
he says is generally applicable. Speculation
and the vain imaginations of man have to
be opposed and refuted. The task of the
Christian is not to confirm nationalistic
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opinion shapers in western society are those
within who are “oppressed” and criticised.
Those are those who are exercising their
“rights” to live the lifestyle Romans 1
sees as the consequence of unrestrained
human depravity. That is homosexuals
and such like. Yet, as Romans 1 says,
people know that the direction is wrong.
That is why there is such strong pressure
being exerted to silence any criticism. The
silencing is being done by social pressure,
by media pressure and increasingly by
anti-discrimination legislation. The great
aversion of the cultural and intellectual
elite in Western society to criticism of
Islam testifies to a society terrified of free
criticism because it has promoted practices
deserving of very severe criticism,

comes not from outsiders and other races.
It comes from those within society who
would deny to people the right to live as
they like and to do whatever they like.
Islamic terrorism is not the main threat
to Western societies. Rather the way the
opinion setters speak about that terrorism
reveals the danger from within. The extreme
reluctance to say that terrorism is a product
of Islamic belief testifies to compounding
confusions. The Left with its belief in
materialism cannot believe in genuine
religious conviction. The Left has not
moved on from Marx: there are only evil
oppressive upper class (or colonial) powers
and oppressed people valiantly fighting for
their rights. Inhabitants of Muslim lands
are not capitalists and colonialists. So they
must be oppressed people fighting for their
rights. Problem: they are hurting people in
the process. Second, as I said previously,
our society says people should be allowed
to do what they want to do. That is just
what the Islamists are doing and it is evil.

As Christians we do not know exactly
how it will happen but we can confidently
predict that the direction of Western
society must lead to hurt and tragedy. If we
fail now to speak out, exposing and thus
delegitimising the evils of present society,
we may find ourselves in the future in the
same situation as the German church was
with the Nazis firmly in power and the
church as a whole believing the lies on
which Nazi appeal was based. Selfishness
and just doing what each individual
desires in the realm of human relations
and sexuality is evil. Our responsibility to
society is to expose its evils.

The evil of the Islamists is real and gives
the lie to the basic conviction of our society
that people fighting for their rights must
be a good thing. However the real danger
is within. The logic of Romans 1 is being
played out in contemporary society as
we see selfishness and sexual perversion
being more overtly defended. According
to the dominant cultural theme in the
West, it is wrong to oppress people and
to criticise oppressed people. Muslims,
because they come largely from counties
overshadowed or dominated by former
Western imperialism, must be oppressed
people. Hence it is wrong to criticise
them. However the primary concern of the
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Non-Conformists, removed or inhibited
those who preached the biblical religion.
In Scotland the removal of congregational
right to call ministers and the giving of the
right to the local nobility made it less likely
that evangelical ministers would be given
opportunity. In France, where the Deists
were more the patrons of revolution, the
corruption of the Catholic Church and its
ties to the monarchy produced a very anticlerical Deism.

A Short History

A

s a phenomenon in church
history, Deism was a movement
particularly of the late seventeenth
through the eighteenth century. It was a
movement that taught a creator god who
made the world to run according to laws
and endowed man with certain moral
values. After having done that, god was no
longer active in the affairs of the world. In
effect he became the distant god: there to
explain the existence of the world, but not
involved in its functioning.

The apparent success of the new physics
and its application in technology made
the Deist view of the world, as a world
that worked by laws without divine
intervention, plausible. Strenuous efforts
were made to extend that vision of the
world as an order, which did not need
divine activity. The economic theories and
moral philosophy of men, such as Adam
Smith and Adam Ferguson in Scotland,
were part of the attempt to see human
society as operating without the need of
God or his moral law.

There were clear consequences. Since this
god could not come into the world in the
person of the Son of God, the Messiah,
Jesus had to be no more than a man. The
Holy Spirit could not act to bring men
to new birth. The Scriptures could not
be inspired by the Holy Spirit but had
to be a purely human product. Blessing
or calamity had to be the result of the
operation of impersonal forces rather than
the providence of a personal God. If God
was not active in the world, aside from a
very distant creative activity, the organized,
complex world we experience had to come
about by evolutionary development.

Finally one must mention the wars that
swept across Europe between Protestant
and Catholic armies or between royalists
and parliamentarians in the British
Isles. Wars of religion produced a fear of
religious extremism. “Enthusiasm” became
an ecclesiastical swear word in Scotland, as
a way of scorning biblical religion.

It its time period, there were certain
factors which facilitated the growth and
ascendency of Deism. The classes, which
came to prosperity in early modern Europe
and America, with the growth of trade and
the beginnings of the industrial revolution,
did not welcome the supervision of a real
God nor the existence of an active church
that would rebuke them for sins. Further,
when things go well for men in this world,
they are inclined to think that they do
not need God. In England the ejection of
the Puritans in 1662 from the Church of
England, and the measures to suppress the

Not Again?
Given the specific historical circumstances
under which Deism flourished, it is unlikely
that we will see a simple repeat. That is not
what I am suggesting. Rather I suggest that
one can see a tendency for emphases, which
belonged within Deism, to reappear even
within Evangelicalism. Certainly what is
often called theological or ecclesiastical
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Liberalism tends to be Deism under
another name. While Liberals may not be
so blatant in denying the deity of Christ,
though some are, the key doctrine of the
distant uninvolved god is there. That is why
Liberals can so quickly proclaim, whenever
a natural disaster strikes, that God had no
part in it. Their god is literally out of this
world. Hence also, they advocate things,
which are an abomination to God, such as
homosexuality, confident that there is no
God that will intervene and judge them.

that the right method will yield results.
Often the confidence, with which this
method or that method is advocated, is
buttressed by the claim that God’s mercy
and love through Christ is so certain that
anyone who doubts the certainty of success
in doubting the love of God. That places
sceptics in a difficult situation. Yet note that
it excludes divine wrath and the rejection
of people because of their unwillingness to
believe. Matthew’s gospel (13:58) records
that Christ did not do many works of power
in his hometown because of their unbelief.
If Christ refrained from blessing and if
Acts (13:46) records Paul and Barnabas
turning from one group to another because
of rejection of the gospel, who are we to say
that there can be no such rejection in our
day? Actually this attitude, that ignores any
possibility of rejection by God, is already
verging on treating God as an impersonal
force. The biblical God is personal and fits
his actions to the situation.

However they are not my main concern,
which is rather Deist-like tendencies
where one should not expect them. The
primary piece of evidence, which I will
bring forward for my thesis, is the way
in which producing Christians is seen in
terms of human organization and strategy.
If one goes back to an earlier influence of
Deist thinking, the missiology of Finney,
one sees there an open avowal of the belief
that, in this law-ordered world, men can
be brought to Christ by an understanding
of the regularities of religious phenomena.
Today people do not speak the jargon of
Finney but act as though his beliefs were
sound. There are certain techniques which
if followed will certainly yield an increase
in Christians. The confidence is not the
same as Finney’s, because the methods do
not always live up to their promise and
new ones must be sought. However the
very search for the method or technique
to be applied speaks of the lack of need
of divine intervention. I grant that there
is a major difference in that Deism grew
out of the success of physical laws as
explanations of the natural world. More
recent approaches are adopting what is
seen as being successful in the business
world. Nevertheless I contend that there
is something in common: the confidence

Along with this change has gone a change
in preaching: away from that biblical
exposition that seeks to place the listener
before God and towards a display of what
the church or certain church endorsed
therapies can do for the life and family
of the hearer. If the crucial problems the
church addresses are to problems we face
with other people or the situations of life, is
it ant wonder hat God seems less relevant?
A second evidence of the drift towards
positions that fit a belief in a distant god,
appears in tendencies in biblical studies.
There is an increasing tendency to depict
biblical authors as people of their own time,
whose views were limited by the ideas,
knowledge and situation of their times.
There is a world of difference between
the Holy Spirit inspiring men to present
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punishment or chastisement.

truth, valid for all time, in the language of
the author’s time and an author expressing
the ideas, now largely superseded, of his
own time. Often that crucial difference is
blurred in the treatments, but the second
possibility is clearly hinted.

A further factor is the influence of a
belief in theistic evolution. If God merely
supervised a natural process which took
billions of years, and even produced man
that way, then the natural process is the
immediate reality. God may be there but
he is a more distant reality. Please be clear
that I do not accuse all theistic evolutionists
with having a distant God. We Christians
are blessedly inconsistent; we will hold
ideas, which should threaten our faith, but
God by his Spirit still holds us in his hand.
Rather I am saying that the tendency of
theistic evolution is to make God appear
more distant and uninvolved.

A further symptom is a shift towards social
action being, not an accompaniment to or
consequence of the gospel, but a substitute
for it. Once again the shift will be subtle
and sometimes one of emphasis, because
there is still some awareness of how
Liberalism completely replaced the gospel
with social programs. Nevertheless, the
trends are discernable.
The paradox is that many who act and
speak this way will espouse an orthodox
doctrine of the deity of Christ and the
necessity of the work of the Holy Spirit to
bring about regeneration. Praise God that
they have evangelical rather than Deist
doctrine. Yet when evangelical doctrine
mixes with a methodology that seems to
have different foundations, we are justified
in asking what has happened. My suspicion
is that certain factors, some of which
have parallels with the influences behind
Deism, have produced a tendency for God
to be distant in the thought and experience
of those who are drifting this way.

If currents of thought and experience, such
as affluence and theistic evolution, tend
to make God less immediate to us, what
keeps in our minds the consciousness that
God is real, present and active? I suggest
that it tends to be our private devotional
life. Am I moving in the wrong circles, or
do I notice a subtle shift there? When I
first became a Christian, having a morning
Quiet Time was a commandment,
which seemed to rank above the Ten
Commandments, I do not hear that now.
In one way I am not sorry; the morning
Quiet Time tended to become a form of
evangelical legalism, possible for single
students but very difficult for families
with young children, long commutes to
work and so on. That is not to say it was
bad in itself. I am sure many can testify
to the blessing and strengthening they
obtained from that discipline and which
they may still enjoy. The problem is rather
that, like any human rule, it is not always
practical. If as I suspect, the Quiet Time
is loosing emphasis for understandable
human reasons, is anything replacing it?

I suspect that a crucial factor is peace and
affluence. When you are hiding from the
police because you are a believer and/or
you are struggling to feed your family, you
do not need a distant, unengaged, god. You
need the biblical God, who acts for those
who fear him. It is easy in our society to fall
into thinking that things will go well for
us, whether God acts or not. In addition
we must confess that our sinful natures
would prefer a Deist god. Then we could
indulge our corrupt natures without fear of
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I suspect that better than the rule of the
morning Quiet Time would have been an
emphasis on the duty of each Christian, in
whatever mode suited his calling and his
circumstances, to pray, read and meditate.
However that is possibly a past opportunity.
The more crucial point is whether loss of
personal devotion time is making God less
real and present to us.

hopefully to prove that life once existed
there. As governments and media support
such directions, the church comes under
pressure. Belief in a more distant, less
involved god, is an easy way out of the
pressure.
I suggest a final very subtle factor. I
encounter people who ascribe their lack of
passion in the things of God to a desire
to avoid the extremes of the charismatic
movement. Certainly some of the stupid
excesses of that movement have helped
nobody. Yet is that the sole reason for a
lack of passion? We come out of European
cultures deeply influenced by the study of
Classical antiquity and the pagan virtue of
Stoicism: stiff upper lip and all that. Those
virtues were particularly inculcated in the
gentile and urbane classes. Indeed they
were often seen as one of the distinctions
between the upper classes and the great
unwashed. Evangelical Christianity is in
danger of becoming restricted to the upper
middle class. With such class focus comes
the danger of unconsciously accepting the
modes and mores of the class. Is the lack of
passion an avoidance of charismatic excess
or a characteristic of our social captivity?
Whatever the cause, I think a distant
unengaged god more naturally goes with
an unengaged, passionless Christianity.

Let us not take out of the picture the
role of the state, or what often doubles
as the mouth of the state, the popular
media. Anybody with half a brain should
know that to call Muslim terrorists
“Fundamentalists” is a display of ignorance.
Radical Islam depends more on tradition
than on the Quran. One could more
accurately call them Jesuits or Catholics.
Yet the branding as Fundamentalists
is part of a deliberate attempt to lump
together any sincere religion as dangerous
fanaticism. Note here the parallel to the
Deist scorn of “enthusiasm”. Let us not
forget that we live in a society where
blatantly wrong practices are legislated
for, and criticism and opposition to those
practices are inhibited. Even those who
do not so engage have adopted a hedonism
and a materialism that equally requires a
distant god, or none at all. Though, in the
history of ideas and science, evolution
was a logical consequence of belief in
a distant god, now the relationship is
perceived as the reverse. It is the “truth”
of evolution, which prevents God being
real and active. Hence any government
which exists for the peace and comfort of
it supporters - as all governments, which
depend upon happy voters, do - will seek
to ensure that “fanaticism” is suppressed
and that evolution reigns supreme. If you
doubt my claim ask why over a billion
dollars was spent to send a rover to Mars,

It is fine to diagnose a problem; dealing
with it is another matter. It would be
totally illogical for me to describe the
belief in a distant god, which makes people
think they have to do everything, and then
to lay down a seven-point human plan as
a solution. When men lose the presence
of God, they cannot bring him back. It
is our sins that alienate him. Whether, in
any particular instance, it is his grace that
moves us to repent and seek him or our
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distant God does not induce the reverence
by which men see themselves as they really
are. Confidence in human ability and
methods inhibits real repentance.

repentance that moves him to mercy, is
a nice theological point, but irrelevant in
desperate circumstances. We must begin
by praying for mercy. Those who think
God is distant and hence they must do all
the organizing and energizing work, will
scorn us as a holy huddle. No matter. The
presence of God is worth more than many
criticisms.

In short how can we induce men to see
themselves as sinners, and so turn to the
grace of God, if we do not see that we are
unworthy to stand in his presence or receive
any benefit from him? If our religion is not
the religion of the distant god, then it has
to show the humility and contrition of
men who know that God stands near and
we are unworthy to be in the same country.
Our hope is not ourselves, our knowledge,
our whatever. It is that the power of God
is shown in weakness. We empty ourselves
of human confidence that a greater power
may be revealed.

Such prayer will not come from us, unless
we are convinced of our own sin-induced
weakness and unworthiness. If God is not
present and acting in power, then he has
withdrawn his blessing, because of our
sin. It is all very well to criticise those who
do not see the power of God as a present
reality, but to what extent is our own
unbelief and sin a cause of the lack of the
exercise of the power of God? Theological
correctness can be conducive to human
pride, rather than to the sort of repentance
that God requires.

And yet the conviction that there is a
far greater power, that could dwarf to
insignificance the present efforts that are
built on this or that technique, is what
drives us on. I might liken the present
situation to a contrast between a motor
vessel and a sailing ship. There are those
who tell us that the days in which winds
came, filled sails and drove ships are past.
We have devised our own motors that
work much better. When our sails seem to
hang limp, they seem to have a point. Yet
we are confident that our faith in the Lord
of winds will not be misplaced.

Earlier I wrote of the glib assurance that
God will bless our efforts and the latest
evangelistic methodology. I warned of
the danger of ignoring the wrath of God.
Yet we do not question the plan of God
to redeem men. What we really question
is whether by making God more remote
- less one with whom we have to do
moment by moment - the church is rather
obscuring the thrust of the gospel. It is to
the poor and humble that the gospel is
offered. Look at the gospel examples, the
praying tax-collector (Luke 18:9-14), and
the Canaanite woman, content to be called
a dog as long as some crumbs of mercy
could come to her (Mat. 15:21-28). A
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similar factors were involved in my working
through the issues. As I came out at the
other end of wrestling with the problem,
I became aware that analogous processes
were involved in each case. Please note that
while, for the sake of being comprehensible,
I will present material logically and
sequentially, my actual thinking followed a
much less ordered route.

hristians
in
the
academic
disciplines struggle with being
Christian in those particular
discipline areas. There are general biblical
teachings which apply to all relationships
and all situations which naturally must rule
our academic life and every other portion
of our life. However, when it comes to
our disciplines, we struggle. It is tempting
to seek for a solution which will apply
across all the disciplines but often that
leads to simplistic slogans. For example,
there are many versions of the slogan
“All truth is God’s truth”. I do not find
that a particularly helpful solution to our
dilemma because it ignores the fact that
so much of what is counted as “truth” in
our disciplines comes to us through human
mediation and therefore its truth value is
problematic.

Also, because I am questioning widely held
positions, many would strongly disagree
with my positions. To simplify the material
for those not in my particular discipline,
I have chosen to present the material
somewhat apodictically and without the
apparatus of references and footnotes. If
anybody is interested, I am happy to supply
more of that sort of material.
I have come to reject certain commonly
held positions due to my realizing
problems with those positions. In that
realization various factors converged. There
is no logical or temporal order among
these factors: I did not first become aware
of the item listed first below and then the
second item. Working out what did not
seem to fit in the common paradigm was a
much more confused and gradual process.
Nevertheless, there were certain factors
which tended to recur. I list them below:

In my years of teaching and researching
in Ancient History at the University
of Sydney I have not found a formula
approach useful. What I have found is that
there are a number of influential theories
or paradigms in my field which I have had
reason to question, not just because they
lacked adequate foundation but because I
could not accept them as a Christian.
I am aware that there is something of a
perception that this exercise is easier in
the Humanities, especially in a discipline
that impinges as closely upon the Bible
as Ancient History does. Hence, I have
chosen to include an example from
another interest of mine, Zoology, where
I would suggest that I can use a similar
methodology.

1. Problems reconciling the theory, or its
presuppositions, and the biblical text
2. Lack of adequate evidence to confirm the
paradigm
3. Awareness of the background of the
theoretical construct in the history of ideas/
thought/culture/politics
4. Encountering a manifestation of the
theoretical construct in another sphere, where
its presence is also problematic

I will draw certain conclusions at the end,
but I would stress initially that I am not
going to be giving a general theoretical
answer to the problem. Rather I will be
giving examples which are related in that

Now to some examples:
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will probably have encountered versions
of the same Romanticism in the aversion
to order and structure which often finds
support even within the church, the
attempt to divide society on age lines
(“Never trust anybody over thirty”) and so
on. Indeed, the revival of Romanticism is
one of the distinguishing features of the
culture of the second half of the twentieth
century in the West.

Romantic Visualization of the History of
Ancient Israel and Ancient Egypt
The history of two ancient nations –
significantly only two – is commonly
described in terms of a Romantic trajectory
of history. That is the nation begins with a
burst of naïve enthusiasm and creativity.
As time progresses the culture of the
nation becomes more sophisticated but
then tragically it becomes ossified, subject
to the senility of national old age. If you
do not recognize that description of the
history of Israel from the Old Testament,
then there is a good reason. The Old
Testament has to be completely reordered
in order to yield this picture. It is not
demanded by the text itself but is imposed
upon the text. Take what is done with the
Pentateuch: elements of the text which can
be construed as portraying a more naive
and primitive religion, such as the stories
of the patriarchs in Genesis, are assigned
to the period of primitive enthusiasm,
maybe in the late second millennium or
early first millennium BC. Those elements
which show order and control, such as the
laws of the Pentateuch, are assigned to the
period of senility and rigidity, after the
Babylonian exile or after c. 500 BC. Other
parts of the biblical text are then arranged
in terms of these poles.

As far as I can trace, this paradigm was
borrowed from the biblical field and applied
to Ancient Egypt by an Egyptologist with
seminary training, J.H. Breasted of the
Oriental Institute at the University of
Chicago. From that derives the common
picture of Ancient Egypt as a vibrant and
creative society that eventually degenerated
because of the stifling influence of priests
who gained control even of the pharaoh.
Other Egyptologists have protested in
vain against this caricature of history.
Adam Smith’s Stages of Human Culture
One of the features of Ancient Near
Eastern History is the appearance of new
ethnic groups into our historical picture.
Many of these new groups speak some
version or other of a Semitic language:
Akkadian, Amorite, Aramaic, Hebrew
etc. The common approach to these
groups was to see them as peoples who
originally followed a lifestyle of pastoral
nomadism who are now being noticed
in the texts available to us because they
are in the process of leaving that lifestyle
and becoming farmers. The underlying
presupposition is that any group speaking
a Semitic language must have started as
pastoral nomads. This theory has lost a
little popularity in recent years because
of the appearance of more evidence,
either of other Semitic speaking groups
for which this is less plausible (e.g. Ebla)
or the appearance of more evidence (e.g.

The background in the history of ideas
is the Romanticism of Herder which,
significantly, views the life course of
individuals and the life course of nations in
the same way. Where I clearly encountered
this Romanticism in a completely different
context was through interest in Christian
education where we found any attempt
to write curriculum from a Christian
standpoint or to think through pedagogy
was opposed by the dictum that we must
not impose our adult structures upon the
naïve, but vibrant, creativity of young
children. Those not interested in education
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legal possession of land. (I have seen the
same claim made regarding treatment
of North American Indians). The reason
we use the obviously inappropriate term
“anti-Semitic” for anti-Jewish is that an
early form of anti-Jewish propaganda was
based upon the inherently nomadic, hence
unsettled and unreliable, character of the
Jewish people. English and French imperial
possession of parts of the Middle East and
North Africa was based upon the claim
that, as followers of a basically nomadic
style of life, the indigenous inhabitants
were incapable of ruling themselves.

Amorites). Nevertheless, it was a dominant
feature of Ancient Near Eastern histories
when I first began teaching.
In this case the background is the division
of human cultural history into four stages
by Adam Smith (Scottish Enlightenment,
late eighteenth/early nineteenth century).
These stages, treated as sequential –
though some people were seen as trapped
in an earlier stage – were: hunter-gatherer,
nomadic herder, farmer, commercial
society. Significantly Smith developed this
system in his lectures on jurisprudence
because each stage was seen as having
distinctive implications for the state of law
at that time. For example, hunter-gatherers
who did not work the land they traversed
had no concept of landed property. For
them legal rights extended only to personal
property.

In terms of biblical history, though there
were periods of that history when Israel
followed a nomadic lifestyle,this supposedly
nomadic character has been used to deny
that Israel could have engaged in anything
requiring sophisticated organization, such
as the conquest of Canaan as recorded
in the biblical text. The attribution of the
origin of nomadic herding to a descendant
of Cain in Genesis 4:20 excludes it from
being a later stage in the cultural evolution
of humanity.

Even in Smith’s day evidence existed
falsifying this scheme as a description of
progressive cultural history. Amerindian
society lacks the stage of pastoral nomadism
between hunter-gatherer and farmer and
provided clear evidence of the combination
of hunting and farming. Nevertheless,
Smith’s scheme was generally popular
and was synthesized with the emerging
discipline of comparative linguistics. As
major language families were recognized,
these were correlated with a lifestyle stage.
The Semitic family was assigned to the
nomadic stage. (Some speakers of Arabic
are camel nomads.) Hence the supposition
that all speakers of Semitic languages were
originally nomads.

Diffusionism
One reads frequent claims that this or that
feature of the biblical text or of the culture
of Israel was borrowed from elsewhere,
most commonly from Mesopotamia.
Less commonly in recent works one
sees features of other cultures given a
Mesopotamian origin. There is no question
that certain cultural developments had a
Mesopotamian origin. A good example
is the cuneiform script which was of
Mesopotamian origin but used for many
other languages throughout Western Asia
in the third to first millennia BC. Yet
many of the other claims to borrowing,
especially when it concerns Israel, are
revealed as dubious connections when the
data is scrutinized. Why the tendency to

It would be hard to be conscious of the
crimes of the last two centuries and not
be aware of the impact of this system of
thought. The basis for the indifference,
by British settlers, to the rights to land
possession of Australian Aborigines, was
Smith’s doctrine that hunters do not have
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in the Old Testament is a borrowed and
corrupted version of the high civilization
of Mesopotamia. In Delitzsch’s view such
dependence and corruption is what could
be expected from Jews and therefore
“Christians” should sever connection to the
Old Testament. (The parallel movement
in New Testament Studies, though not
so explicitly anti-Jewish, was the History
of Religions School which sought to
derive the thought of the New Testament
from Greek and Iranian – that is IndoEuropean – sources.) Pan-Babylonianism
was eagerly spread by a number of biblical
scholars. Of significance to Americans
is the fact that the man who brought
the study of Mesopotamia to American
Universities, Paul Haupt of Johns Hopkins,
was a student of Friedrich Delitzsch
and published “learned” scholarly essays
to prove that Jesus could not have been
ethnically Jewish.

push the Diffusionist explanation where its
application is doubtful?
There is both a big picture explanation and
an explanation that has particular relevance
to ancient Israel. The development
of Anthropology as a discipline was
contemporary with the culmination of
European colonialism. One of the questions
that emerged with the serious comparative
study of cultures was the explanation for the
similarities between cultures. There were
three basic possibilities. One, the original
connectedness of all mankind as described
in the biblical text, did not recommend
itself to a discipline seeking to develop
an understanding of human history apart
from the biblical text. The second, that all
men are basically creative and inventive and
therefore likely to invent similar things in
similar circumstances, ultimately became
the predominant explanation because it
was congenial to a Left Wing or Humanist
view of man. Yet, for a significant period,
that view was rivaled by the Diffusionist
explanation: inventions occur once due to
creative individuals in creative cultures and
diffuse to less creative cultures. This view
was congenial to European colonialism’s
view of itself as a creative culture
dispensing civilization to lesser cultures.
Its assumption that creative individuals are
rare is more at home with a Right-Wing
view of society.

Pan-Babylonianism is dead; killed by
its own weak arguments and its obvious
connection to Nazi ideology. Furthermore,
Diffusionism is no longer a preferred
explanation for cultural similarity.
Nevertheless, one still encounters
Diffusionist depreciations of the originality
of the biblical text. One has to ask whether
this adherence to an outmoded scholarly
fashion reflects a fear of an authoritative,
original, biblical text.
There is a more substantive theological
question. Do people simply borrow and
adopt all the foreign inventions they
encounter? (This is more than a theological
question because, behind the present
dilemma in Iraq, lies a false Diffusionist
premise that Iraqis would happily adopt
the “superior” political and cultural forms
coming from American culture,) It seems
to me that it agrees with a biblical picture
of human nature that the aspects of foreign
cultures that are most readily adopted are

The specific background is a chapter in
the development of Nazi ideology and
its attack upon Christianity and Judaism.
The man who, at the end of the nineteenth
century, brought the newly developing
study of ancient Mesopotamia to Germany
was Friedrich Delitzsch, a Jew hater. (A
sad note to the history: his father was the
very Jew friendly Lutheran Old Testament
scholar, Franz Delitzsch.). Friedrich
Delitzsch launched what is called PanBabylonianism: the thesis that what we find
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Italian scholar Liverani who is in turn
strongly influenced by the Marxism of
Gramsci. While it may seem axiomatic,
to a Marxist, that rulers are primarily
concerned with power and propaganda,
the ancient evidence points to something
different. I think it points to the wrestling
with status and significance that is one of
the topics of Ecclesiastes and perhaps to a
wrestling with one’s own conscience. The
ruler who advertises his accomplishments
to a distant future king is concerned with
significance. I wonder if the ruler who
places the records of his accomplishments
where few if any will read them, is actually
talking to himself: wrestling through,
in an external medium, the questions of
conscience and significance that confront
the imperialist.

those that offer material enhancement and
ease, rather than those which challenge
deleterious practices. That is why the less
desirable aspects of Western cultures are
those which spread most obviously. (No,
I did not mention McDonalds, but you
thought of it.)
Ancient Royal Propaganda
A common, but seldom defended, premise
of the study of ancient royal texts is that
what we are reading is propaganda aimed
at persuading the masses of the merits
of the king in question. If the fact that
we believe that most of the population
in question was illiterate is raised, then
other, predominantly oral, modes of
dissemination are suggested, despite the
fact that evidence for these is exceedingly
sparse.

Is it only the men of the past who confront
such questions? I have suggested to my
students that they cannot understand
the Vice-Chancellor of the University
of Sydney and his diversion of resources
to impressive buildings and expensive
entrance-ways,
without
reading
Ecclesiastes and studying Assyrian palaces.
Might similar issues apply to modern
politicians? Do we need to go deeper than
the simplistic analysis of human nature
found in Marxism?

Today the interested student can peruse
ancient royal texts in mass-produced
translations and we unthinkingly assume
that such was the case in antiquity. The
data is, however, disconcerting. The prime
source for Egyptian imperialism, the
Annals of Tuthmosis III, was placed on a
wall within a temple, in an area to which
we think only priests had access and so
positioned that one would need a ladder
and a lantern to read it, assuming of course
that one understood hieroglyphics. Even
more problematic is the placement of
most Assyrian royal inscriptions within
the fabric or foundations of buildings so
that no contemporary could read them.
The fact that the intended audience was
not contemporary is underlined by the
address to a future ruler who was expected
to become aware of the inscription
because the building had fallen down in
the course of time and was in process of
reconstruction.

Survival of the Fittest
This is the one example I can produce from
a science field. How did Darwin arrive
at the idea of the survival of the fittest?
Darwin said that it came to him while
reading Malthus but Malthus contains
nothing like this. Malthus was concerned
with the consequences of encouraging the
poorer specimens of humanity to breed
in a situation where resources would not
keep up with population. It is true that
exploding population and inadequate
resources provide the situation in which

Modern understanding of Assyrian royal
inscriptions is largely influenced by the
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context of thinking about commercial
enterprises and then applied to the
competition between races. However, we
interpret the paradox that Wallace, the socalled co-discoverer of the idea of survival
of the fittest, also attributed the idea to
Malthus, the context in which he did so
was significant. He was in what is today
eastern Indonesia, where the Malay and
Melanesian races meet, and he had been
contemplating the fact that one race would
lose out in the consequent struggle.

survival of the fittest might be operative,
but that situation does not itself provide
the idea. Further Darwin’s notebooks
contain indications he had worked out
his theory before he read Malthus. There
is strong circumstantial evidence that
Darwin had earlier encountered the idea
as an anti-evolutionary argument. The
difference between that earlier version
of survival of the fittest and Darwin’s
version lies in assumptions. Assume that
an existing animal population is perfectly
adapted to its environment; then any
member of the population which deviates
from the established type will be less fit
and will be removed by natural selection
eliminating the less fit. That is natural
selection works to maintain the population
in an unchanging condition.

Marxists have repeatedly called attention
to the origins of Darwin’s theory in popular
economics and that realization was one of
the reasons Soviet biology in the Stalin era
felt it had to produce a different biology
to the West. The real enigma is the failure
of critics and supporters to emphasize the
economic origin of Darwin’s theory. The
clues are there: important in Darwin’s
theory is the fact that specialization
provides a competitive edge but the
biologist to whom Darwin attributes the
idea is quite explicit that this idea comes
from Political Economy.

Also significant is the fact that people
were discussing the elimination of unfit
races before Darwin published his theory.
A discussion took place in Australia prior
to the publication of The Origin of Species:
should something be done about what
was happening to the Aboriginal people
and their demographic decline in the mid
nineteenth century. One clearly expressed
opinion was that it was useless to try to
do anything. They were clearly an inferior
race and everybody knew that inferior
races were destined to be extinguished in
the struggle for existence. Note that I am
not claiming that the idea originated in
Australia. Rather, being in Australia, the
example of this common point of view that
I encountered was an Australian one.

Understanding the origin explains a
significant difference between Darwinian
theory and modern evolutionary theory.
Economic competition, the flourishing
of one company and the bankrupting of
another, takes place within the existing
environment because human action and
creativity changes the dynamics of the
competition. As Darwin took this into
biology, he assumed that the emergence
and triumph of superior forms would also
take place in a static environment. That is
no longer held and changing environment
is now a standard part of evolutionary
thinking. In effect this is an admission
that those who believed that the organism
was already adapted and therefore natural
selection would be an anti-evolutionary
mechanism in a static environment, were

What then was the origin of the idea of
a struggle for existence? The idea was part
of what was called “political economy”,
the early thinking about the dynamics of
human societies and economics that comes
out of the earlier mentioned Scottish
Enlightenment. The idea of competition
and struggle was first developed in the
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evil of greed serves a good end. It is not my
purpose to dispute the good of free trade. I
think a different argument on more biblical
principles can be constructed in support of
it. Rather I would point out that Smith’s
system involves construing competition
positively as leading to a good end. It was
this connotation of competition which
Darwin took into biology. If competition
had such an aura in the popular mind it
may also explain why Darwin’s theory had
such an appearance of being self-evident
and was readily accepted in spite of the
major unsolved problems.

correct.
We need to go a step further and explore
the thinking of the political economists,
specifically Adam Smith, on competition.
Adam Smith is well known as an advocate
of free trade and the benefits of competition
to the consumer. My concern here is the
way these positions fitted within the larger
project of the Scottish Enlightenment. The
Enlightenment conceived the universe
as a law regulated economy which had
come in perfect form from the hand
of the creator. There was no need for
subsequent tinkering; that is for divine
intervention. This aversion to intervention
was also applied to state intervention: the
economy would function best without the
distortions resulting from state attempts to
regulate trade.

Conclusion
Though in different ways and in different
measures, I think these examples bring
together the factors I mentioned above.
I readily grant that doing Christian
scholarship in this form is slow and
difficult. My hope is that as more people
take a critical attitude to aspects of their
discipline, then there will be crossfertilization between disciplines and
mutual encouragement. I hope also that
Christians will be more conscious of
the ethical implications of theoretical
positions: a lot of the evil practices of
modern history were justified by appeal to
dubious theories taken as fact. If that is not
to be repeated, we need to be more critical
of accepted theory.

This doctrine of the absence of God
naturally provoked Christian objections. A
foothold for such Christian objections was
the reality of evil in the world and in the
human heart. Hence a way had to be found
in which such evil could be construed
as part of the perfect system. A good
example of such an argument is Smith’s
understanding of economic competition.
The shopkeeper who lowers his prices out
of the greedy motivation of attracting more
business and thus making a greater profit,
is advancing the common good. Thus, the
1

These thoughts came out of various discussions and interaction with students in the Christian Graduate
Student Fellowship at Princeton and other universities. It is presented here as an attempt to encourage thinking
and discussion.
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Joy in the Morning
By Noel Weeks
“In the evening, weeping comes to stay,
But for the morning, a shout of joy.”
(Psalm 30:5).

Weeping

37:34,35); the bitterness of bereaved
Naomi (Ruth 1:20); the anger of hopes
betrayed for the Shunamite (2 Kings
2:18-28); the frustration of Jeremiah in
knowing that if Judah would just take
seriously the death certificate he brought
before the time, then the death could be
averted; the wails of the desperate who
came to Jesus; the despair of the shattered
disciples after the crucifixion.

If we read the Bible carefully, not dashing
over the sad bits to reach the good bits,
we will find it full of human sorrow: the
anguish of Hagar as she leaves her son to
die (Gen. 21:14-16); the sorrow of Jacob,
believing that his son was dead (Gen.

The reality of sorrow in Scripture contrasts
with our age’s refusal to face it. Like death
it is best done out of sight, quickly, and
then not mentioned again. Weeping
with those who weep is commanded in
Scripture (Rom. 12:15), but is poorly

The Bible loves contrasts and this is a vivid
one, but if we are to feel the full force of
contrasts we have to know and feel the
reality of each pole.

Photo by Pixabay from Pexels
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practiced in the church. It is like the
crippled child in the congregation, whose
presence contradicts the preacher’s claim
to be a great healer. So our age believes that
it has brought happiness and prosperity
such as the world never saw before. The
church conforms to the world by making
its great advertisement to be that it brings
prosperity and joy. Let us not parade the
negative evidence. Let the drum roll of
the upbeat song drown out any verses that
echo the pain of this life. Thereby our age
increases grief by leaving those who grieve
to grieve alone. We add the sorrow of
loneliness in loss, to the sorrow of loss. For
just as joy shared is joy doubled, so grief
shared is grief halved.

The Future Aspect of Joy
Joy in Scripture has a very strong connection
to the future. It is because the unbeliever
has no future that it is so important for him
to have joy here. The joy here is of course
very superficial and contrived. Why do sitcoms dominate evening TV? Why is binge
drinking a weekend entertainment for
many? These and many similar questions
must be answered in terms of the lack of
any anticipation in the life of unbelievers.
The shadow of the old peoples’ home or
the morgue tells them they had better get
their small ration of “joy” now.
Joy must be connected to the future for
the believer because it was so for Jesus. It
was the future joy which inspired Jesus to
endure the cross (Heb. 12:2). There is a
tendency for the future aspect of Christian
joy to be derided because it so cuts across
the understanding in our culture of what
makes life worth living. I will deal with
that subsequently. Here I merely want to
stress that any deriding of future joy must
be an attack upon Jesus. A lampooning of
“Pie in the sky when you die” is a mocking
of what sustained him.

Joy in the Morning
Why is it in the morning that joy comes? Is
it just a metaphor of time; a way of saying
that there will be a certain time of grief
but after that rejoicing? I think it is more
than that because of the way “morning”
is used, especially in the Psalter. Psalm
49:14, in the context of the judgement
that will come upon unbelievers, speaks
of the righteous ruling over them “in the
morning”. In addition, Psalm 46:5 sees the
morning as the time when God’s help and
salvation comes for his people. The word
“morning” is not used in Psalm 17:15 but
is surely suggested by the idea of awaking.
It is then that David will see God.

The Present Enjoyment of Future Joy
There is a part of Scripture teaching,
which reminds us to endure here in the
anticipation of what we shall receive.
The church in Philadelphia was urged
to remain faithful in the now in view of
Christ’s speedy coming so as not to lose the
crown. Yet there is another aspect which
shows us that we can enjoy here what
we might properly think of as the future
blessing. Jesus holds out eating with him
as a present reality to the Laodiceans (Rev.

These expressions indicate that the
morning in question is a special morning:
the morning of the day of God; the
morning when the sun of righteousness
rises (Mal. 4:2); the day the ransomed of
the Lord come with joyful shouting (Is.
51:11).
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3:20). That is because what will appear in
its fullness in the age to come is already
intruding into this present age. Jesus said
“If I cast out demons by the finger of God,
then the kingdom of God has come upon
you.” (Luke 11:20). That power that shall
be fully realised and visible when Jesus
returns is already at work in the world.

does something quite similar. The events of
the Seleucid domination of Judah, and the
Maccabean War, are mingled with pictures
of the end. We find similar things in many
other prophecies.
Behind this must lie a particular view
of history, namely that there is a close
relationship or similarity between the final
act of judgement and redemption, and
provisional acts of God during history.
Every coming of Jesus in judgement or
blessing is an illustration, on a small scale,
of the final coming. I suspect that it is this
perspective which lies behind verses that
perplex us, such as Matthew 16:28. Jesus
there says that some then living would see
the Son of Man coming in his kingdom
before they died. What Jesus describes
there is not to be taken as exclusively a
reference to his final coming. It applies also
to those great post-resurrection blessings
when the reality of the presence and power
of God descended upon God’s people.

Just as we experience now what belongs
to the future, so the Old Testament saints
enjoyed what properly belonged to a latter
age. In that passage in Hebrews 6:4-5
where the writer is describing the great
blessings bestowed upon Old Testament
Israel, the writer describes it as “having
tasted...the powers of the age to come.”
While the full manifestation of the divine
power was not to be until later, Israel was
already, particularly in the journey through
the wilderness, to which these verses allude,
experiencing the great mercies of God. So
we have anticipatory experiences of what
is to come. Since it is not the full reality
it does not obliterate our longing for the
future reality, rather it whets our appetite
for it.

In other words what I wrote earlier, on an
intrusion of the blessings of the future age,
is a part of a larger pattern. We might say
that heavenly blessings are not a wholly
different sort of blessing as contrasted to
present Christian blessings; they are rather
different in magnitude. Jesus is the blessing
in the present Jerusalem just as he will be
in the new Jerusalem. Now we behold as in
a mirror but then face to face.

Blessing as Anticipations of the
Consummation
In Matthew 24 Jesus does something which
to us seems strange. He mingles together
the coming destruction of Jerusalem with
the final judgement. All sorts of theories
of the nature of the end are dependent
upon taking now this, now that, part of
the description as referring specifically to
one or the other. My concern is not those
many theories but rather the phenomenon
of the mixing. We should be ready for
it, even before we come to the New
Testament, because the book of Daniel

Consequences
1. Mystical exercises are pagan
When the issue of experiencing “joy” is
raised, some people think that we mean a
set of exercises which will induce a state in
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which the pains of this world can no longer
be felt: what one might call a Christian form
of self-hypnosis. Those things are pagan
rubbish. What do the Scriptures reveal as
the joys of the future state? They are being
in the presence of God and his Son, and
the worship that flows from that. Hence
it follows that joy here will be greatest
when we have glimpses and foretastes of
that. That of course does not mean that
private and individual seasons of devotion
are wrong and will not be blessed. Rather
what it means is the blessing received in
those private seasons is not different in
kind to the blessings received in corporate
worship.

future experience, then we would expect
that praise to be the prominent aspect of
our joy here.

If the worship of the church does not exalt
Jesus, then it is not Christian worship and
a Christian has no business partaking in
it. However assuming we are talking of
Christian worship, it is very concerning
to hear people depreciate such worship by
comparison with their private exercises.
Private exercises are not corporate and one
prominent aspect of the future experience
is that it is to be the most corporate of
corporate experiences (Rev. 5:6-14). As
the believer knows that the Father and
the Son deserve the praise of all creation,
so his joy is crowned when he is part of
that creation encompassing song of praise.
A small congregation is a pitifully minor
anticipation of that great song but it is at
least better than the song of the individual.

3. Christianity is Not Escapism

How then can Christians say that worship
here is entirely horizontal, addressed to
fellow men and not to God? Surely by
the logic of Scripture that must mean that
it is joyless worship. I am aware that this
error has arisen out of reaction to a form of
ornate liturgical worship where ceremony
and coloured robes sought to hide the fact
that they no longer believed the gospel.
However surely the proper answer is the
gospel and the praise of Jesus which it
brings forth.

2. Please, No More Joyless Worship

The accusation is sometimes made that our
faith is a form of escape from the realities
of life. How ridiculous! How opaque to the
escapism which modern culture thrusts in
our face! Why is high volume so crucial
in modern music? Loud noise excites and
the synthetic excitement of loud music is
crucial for the popular escapism which
attempts to temporarily blot out the
realities of life. We could say the same
about the use of light. It is not surprising
that we see coming together that form
of theology that tries to deny the reality
of present suffering (prosperity gospel or
healing gospel) with that form and volume
of music which tries to create artificial
excitement. Both belong to the escapism
of contemporary culture.

If our joy here is an anticipation of future
joy, then the closer we approximate to the
future joy, the greater will be the joy. Since
we have seen that the celebration of Jesus
is described as the prominent aspect of the

Weeping is real in this age of darkness
before the dawn of a new day. Yet even
in this night there is compensating
knowledge that the morning is coming.
More than that there is the intrusion of
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glimpses of the future blessing into this
night (Ps. 112:4).

“We thought things could only get worse.
But in 1976 Mao died and a month later
Madame Mao and the infamous ‘gang
of four’ were arrested. God intervened!
Now the churches are open again and
are full to overflowing. It’s a miracle!”

It is sometimes the complaint of historians
that histories, written from a modernist
or progressivist perspective, treat as
significant only those events that in some
way foreshadow or lead to the culture of
this present age. Yet surely it is natural
to see what leads to where we are now as
the important thing. Just as natural is it to
see what anticipates and leads to the final
triumph of Jesus as the most important
and most significant. To the degree we as
Christians do not have that perspective, so
we will lose touch with what should give
us joy and be forced to the world’s futile
escapism.

Such events are what I am describing as
anticipations, intrusions of the great event.
God comes in provisional judgement to
remove his enemies and in mercy to bless
the church. On smaller or larger scale such
events dot the history of the church and
of the individual Christian. What we pray
for in the first three petitions of the Lord’s
Prayer are just such happenings. If our
Lord has taught us to pray for them, surely
we can anticipate them happening. Those
who tell us that the age of revival is over
and/or we must adjust our expectations
to living in a post-Christian age, know
neither Bible nor history nor do they sense
the rumblings of approaching judgement
and blessing in the chaos of the present
age.

4. The Real and Living God
For the great, wondrous and miraculous
future to intrude into this age, God has to
be present and active. I have written before
in this magazine of the danger of treating
God as an off-the-scene deity, who made
the world long ago and at some very distant
point in the future may do something, but
for the moment he leaves it all to us. In
this context the point to be made is that
such an unreal god cannot bring the future
into our present experience. That must lead
to a joyless Christianity or a Christianity
that relies on the same artificial devices as
the world. If I may use theological jargon:
Deism must lead to worldliness.

If you had lived through the repression of
the church in China and the consequent
pain to individual believers, surely what
has happened would fill you with joy.
Even if your pain was physical, surely the
demonstration of God’s power would give
you hope in his power and mercy.
In the Lord’s Prayer we pray for the
coming of God’s kingdom and the meeting
of our present personal needs. As we see
the answer to those petitions and as we
anticipate the even greater future answers,
so our joy grows. Joy must be both a private
and a corporate thing.

5. Church Joy and Private Joy
I quote, from the O.M.F. Pray for China
booklet, the words of a Chinese pastor:
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Noel Weeks – A Memorial
By Peter Barnes

Photos provided and used with permission from Noel Weeks family
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In 1988 Noel married Jan Bryan, who had
lost her husband (also called Noel) and one
daughter ( Jenny) in a car accident. Her
remaining children – Sharyn, Lisa, Adam
and Nathan – therefore became a part of
Noel’s family. As a father and grandparent,
he was loving and most interested in the
development of the generations that
followed him.

n 14 March 2020 a memorial
service for Dr Noel Weeks was
held at the Shire Christian
School, the school he did so much to help
set up in and which opened in 1977 with
eleven students. He was born in 1943 in
Grafton in the Northern Rivers area of
New South Wales. Indeed, at the time of
writing, his father, Ken, is still living, aged
106. Being raised in a rural area gave him
a love of nature, and a lifelong love of long
bushwalks. One learns surprising things
at funerals – Noel had a short career as
a front-row forward while at school. In
fact, he maintained an interest in sport,
although I rarely heard him talk about it.
His first degree was from the University of
New England, in zoology. It was here too
that he became a Christian.

Noel’s interests were wide-ranging. His
books could be either academic or popular.
They include: Early River Civilizations; The
Suﬃciency of Scripture; The Christian School;
Gateway to the Old Testament; Admonition
and Curse; Sources and Authors: Assumptions
in the Study of Hebrew Bible Narrative;
and, edited with a former student, Joseph
Azize, Gilgamesh and the World of Assyria.
Christian schooling was of deep concern
for him, and it led him into a number of
roles, including chairman of the Shire
Christian School Board and conflict with
increasing government interference in the
private school sector.

Noel then moved to the United States to
obtain a BD and a ThM from Westminster
Theological Seminary (Philadelphia),
although he did spend a summer break
doing research on rat poison. His PhD
was earned in Mediterranean Studies at
Brandeis University, Massachusetts. After
marrying Gwen Cummings, Noel began
lecturing at the University of Sydney,
specializing in Ancient Near Eastern
History, and the Akkadian language, until
his retirement in 2012. Three children were
born – Eunice, Colin, and Keith – but great
sadness struck the family when Gwen died
of cancer in 1985.
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hospital bed, Noel penned what he called
his cogitations, with the subtitle: ‘Old,
bewhiskered wimp who cannot stand a
little pain or beloved Christian mentor:
Stumbling through the valley of death.’
It is a most moving human meditation
on weakness in death, but hope in the
resurrection. I was with him once when
the pain was quite strong, and he asked an
Asian nurse if she could ‘get her skates on’
in getting him some relief. She hesitated, as
only a doctor could prescribe the medicine
that Noel was asking for. Keeping his
straight face, Noel said: ‘Have you never
read that men with married eyebrows are
more likely to have a criminal record?’ I
was busy trying to suppress a laugh, and
the poor nurse looked blank for a moment,
then picked up the dry humour.

Noel was also a strong supporter of Middle
East Reformed Fellowship. Towards the
end of 2005, the MERF Australia Board
changed from being a Queensland-based
body to one based in New South Wales.
At the very first meeting of the NSW
based MERF Australia Board, on 21
December 2005, Noel was appointed as
its Chairman. He served in that capacity
till his death. The last meeting he chaired
was on 14 November 2019. Noel also gave
presentations about the work of MERF at
church, and other gatherings.
As a preacher and a conference speaker,
Noel excelled. He was always biblical,
always probing the text, always seeking
to challenge and encourage, and always
desiring to make Christ known. His
memorial service on 14 March 2020 began
with Psalm 100 (‘All people that on earth
do dwell’) and concluded with a paraphrase
of Psalm 46 (‘God is our strength and
refuge’). The other hymns were Luther’s
‘Christ Jesus lay in death’s strong bands’;
a Dutch hymn with wonderful words
although I struggled with an unfamiliar
tune, ‘Come ye here in adoration’; and
William Cowper’s splendid ‘God moves in
a mysterious way’.

For most of his life, Noel was a member of
the Christian Reformed Churches, but his
funeral sermon – a wonderful exposition of
Ezekiel 37:1-14 - was preached by Kevin
Gladding from the Presbyterian Reformed
Church, a church that Noel had previously
clashed with. This was most fitting as Noel
was a man who believed in the gospel of
forgiveness and reconciliation. He did
justly, he loved mercy, and he walked
humbly with his God (Mic.6:8). Noel
possessed an intellect, and a capacity to

Not long before his death, while on a
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work through the underlying assumptions
of any philosophy or worldview, that
was beyond the capabilities of the rest
of us mere mortals. But that is not the
conclusion of the matter. He was a man
both of gifts and of grace. As John Calvin

commented on Psalm 105, ‘Whatever men
do for the welfare of the church, they owe
the power of doing so to God, who, of his
free goodness, has been pleased thus to
honour them.’
Peter is the Minister of Revesby Presbyterian
Church
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In the brief time I knew Noel Weeks, I was impressed by his unashamed stand for the suﬃciency
of Scripture. He believed - he knew - the Bible to be the Word of God. He was a man of great
integrity and intellectual honesty. He asked deep questions, and he would not accept facile
answers. I knew Noel to be a man of great evangelistic zeal. Even during his final days in
hospital, he was learning how his own trials could help him minister the Gospel of Jesus Christ
to those around him. Noel had a deep love for his family, a deep love for learning, and a deeper
(the deepest) love for Jesus, his Saviour.
Kevin Gladding, Minister of Sutherland Presbyterian Reformed Church
I first met Noel and his first wife, Gwen, in 1979 when he interviewed my wife Lyn and me
regarding association membership for what was then, I believe, called the Sutherland Shire
Parent Controlled Christian School (now the Shire Christian School). His intellect impressed
me, as did his graciousness. I came to have much more to do with him in the battle with the state
government of NSW when it threatened to deregister (not defund) any school which allowed
corporal discipline. It was a terrible dispute, and it was diﬃcult to keep one's equilibrium in the
whole business. Noel was a clear thinker, a fine strategist, and a man of faith who trusted God
in all things. Losing the battle was a bitter experience, but Noel never became bitter. Seldom do
we meet such men.
Peter Barnes, Minister of Revesby Presbyterian Church
I first visited Australia, looking for a wife, but instead I found Noel. God knew at that time I
needed a theologian and godly man in my life more than a wife. That was the beginning of a
friendship with a man I have the greatest admiration for, and my only regret with Noel is that I
had scared him so much with my driving habits when he visited me in Canada. He is safe now!
Mark Jones, Minister of Faith Reformed Presbyterian Church
In the mid-eighties, it was my privilege to have Dr. Weeks as a teacher in three of my
undergraduate History subjects. I was immediately impressed and greatly encouraged by the
clear and bold way he stood for Biblical truth, such as recent Creation. Dr. Weeks maintained
a faithful and consistent witness among his students and colleagues. I saw this evidenced in
areas such as punctuality and helpfulness, as well as contending for the truth. His purposeful
tread around the campus was indicative of the highly eﬀective use he made of the days that the
Lord had given him. Because he used his time so well, he had time for people and, especially, for
the Lord’s work. Gratefully serving the Lord was at the heart of his life; his endeavours as an
academic were a joyful expression of that.
Ian Whiteway, member at Southern Districts Reformed Baptist Church

